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ABSTRACT
This study explored the relationship betw een third-year 
medical s tuden ts ' self-efficacy and  their academ ic  ach ievem ent on a 
third-year family medicine clerkship rotation. The sam ple  size w as 
103 participants, and  the mean ag e  of the participants w as 27 years  
(SD = 4.14). There were 68 male students and 35 female students  
who participated in the  study. The self-efficacy questionnaire  w as 
adm inistered prior to the  rotation and again the last w eek  of the 
rotation prior to perform ance a s se s sm e n ts .  Perform ance w as 
m easu red  by an  oral examination, a  written examination and  a  
p re c e p to r - a s s e s s e d  clinical evaluation.
The results  revealed  m oderate  correlations be tw een  the 
pre-rotation self-efficacy sco res  and  the oral exam  sco re s  
(r = .22, p  < .05) and the post-rotation self-efficacy sco res  and the 
clinical sco res  ( r=  .24, p  < .02). There w as  a  negative correlation 
found be tw een  the self-efficacy gain sco res  and the written exam  
sco res  (r = -.25, p  < .05). Significant differences were found 
be tw een  the  self-efficacy sco res  (pre- and  post-rotation) of the 
s tu d en ts  who com pleted  the  family medicine clerkship rotation 
during the first six months (early group) and  those  who com pleted 
the rotation during the last six months (late group) of the  academ ic  
year, but no difference w as found between the perform ance 
m easu re s  of the  two groups. The self-efficacy m easu re s  and  the 
perform ance m easu re s  of the m ales and females were com pared  and 
no g en d er  differences were found.
X I
The results of this study did not reflect a s  strong a 
relationship betw een the self-efficacy m e asu re s  and the acad em ic  
perform ance m easu re s  a s  w as anticipated, but it may well be that 
the  predictive power of the  construct of self-efficacy, with regard  
to academ ic  perform ance, flattens out beyond certain levels of 
efficacy and  ability. Implications for further re sea rch  of medical 
s tu d en ts ' self-efficacy and its re lationship to their academ ic  
perform ance are  d iscussed .
In addition, a  principal com ponen ts  analysis  of the self- 
efficacy items (pre- and  post-rotation) revealed  a  transform ation in 
the clerkship s tuden ts ' knowledge structure of patient care . The 
influence of the family medicine clerkship experience  on the 
different factor loadings (pre-and  post-rotation) is d iscu ssed .
X I I
The Relationship Between Students ' Perceived Self-Efficacy on 




Soon after the publication of Bandura 's  (1977) investigations 
of self-efficacy and coping behaviors, investigators recognized the 
relevance of self-efficacy theory in the educational setting, and  
re sea rch ers  began  exploring the  influence of self-efficacy on 
students ' achievem ent behaviors. Some of the a re a s  of educational 
research  relating self-efficacy to achievem ent behaviors tha t have 
been  investigated in recent years  have included learners ' cognitive 
skills (Bandura, 1989; Brown, Lent, & Larkin, K.C., 1989; Campbell & 
Hackett, 1986; Corno & Mandinach, 1983; Multon, Brown, & Lent, 
1991; Relich, Debus, & Walker, 1986; Schunk & Carbonari, 1984; 
Schunk, 1989; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1992), social skills 
(Ladd & Price, 1986; Lee, 1984; Perry, Perry, & R asm ussen , 1986), 
motor skills (Barling & Abel, 1983; Lee, 1982; Weinberg, Gould, & 
Jackson, 1979), and  ca ree r  choices (Clement, 1987; Hackett, 1985; 
Hackett & Betz, 1992; Lent, Brown, & Larkin, 1986; Lent, Lopez, & 
Bieschke, 1991) a s  well a s  studies of teachers ' s e n s e  of efficacy 
(Ashton & Webb, 1986; Vanek et al., 1996). The a re a  of research  
most relevant to the p resen t study of medical s tuden ts ' academ ic  
perform ance is the re sea rch  relating self-efficacy to ach ievem en t 
behaviors in the a re a  of cognitive skills.
Many of the studies in this a rea  of self-efficacy research  have 
focused on children and ado lescen ts  in traditional education settings 
(Bandura & Schunk, 1981; Brown & Inouye, 1978; Keyser & Barling, 
1981; Kloosterman, 1988; Norwich, 1987; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; 
Relich, et al., 1986; Schunk, 1981; Schunk & Gunn, 1986; Zimmerman 
& Martinez-Pons, 1990). I was able to locate s tud ies  relating self- 
efficacy to the  academ ic achievem ent of undergraduate  college 
s tuden ts , but none that related self-efficacy to the academ ic  
achievem ent of graduate s tudents or medical s tudents. This ap p ea rs  
to be an a rea  of research that h as  been  neglected. However, before 
describ ing the  p resen t study, self-efficacy theory, the  theoretical 
framework upon which the study is based , will be  reviewed.
Self-Efficacy Theory 
In social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986), motivation is goal- 
d irected behavior initiated and susta ined  by individuals' 
expec ta tions  regarding the anticipated ou tcom es of their actions, 
self-efficacy for performing those  actions, and self-evaluation of 
their p rogress  towards their goals. The incentive for change is 
c rea ted  when individuals becom e aware of the difference betw een 
their goals and their current levels of performance. As individuals 
pursue their goals, they evaluate the progress they a re  making 
tow ards them, and this perception of p rogress  sus ta in s  motivation 
and self-efficacy. The accomplishment of a  goal validates self- 
efficacy and outcome expectations and encourages  the setting of 
new goals. (Schunk, 1992)
"Self-efficacy," is a  major construct in B andura 's  (1986) 
social cognitive theory, and a key factor in self-regulatory
m echan ism s governing individuals' motivation and action. It is 
defined a s  an individual's ability to organize and perform the 
appropriate  actions n eed ed  to accom plish specific tasks, and 
"perceived self-efficacy" is one 's  perception  of that ability. In this 
study the  te rm s "self-efficacy" an d  "perceived self-efficacy" will be  
used  interchangeably.
It is important to differentiate self-efficacy from ou tcom e 
expectation. Self-efficacy is the  belief in one 's  ability to perform 
the  appropriate action needed  to accom plish a  designated task, 
w hereas  an  outcome expectation is o n e 's  belief in the co n seq u en ce  
of that action. Although expec ta tions  of anticipated outcom es 
influence one 's  actions, one 's  efficacy judgem ents  impact beliefs 
regarding the expected  outcom es of o n e 's  actions.
Bandura (1986) described  self-efficacy a s  a  generative 
capability com prised of cognitive, social, and behavioral subskills 
which m ust be organized and integrated into appropriate actions. 
Accomplishing o n e 's  goal often involves generating different 
s tra teg ies  and  persevering even  after early attempts have failed. In 
this way new subskills are developed  and  behavior patterns are 
form ed.
S ince self-efficacy influences behavior, ways of thinking and 
emotional reactions (Bandura, 1986), accura te  a sse ssm e n t  of one 's  
capabilities, perceived  self-efficacy, is important. O verestim ation  
may c a u s e  u nnecessa ry  failures, an d  underestimation the avoidance  
of challenging and  rewarding activities. The most useful efficacy 
choices  a re  ones  which slightly e x ce e d  an individual's abilities and  
direct the  individual to realistically, challenging tasks.
Efficacy judgm ents  influence expenditure of effort and 
persistence. R esearche rs  (Andrews & Debus, 1978; Bandura, 1977; 
Bandura, 1986; Weiner, 1979) have dem onstra ted  that individuals 
who perceive them selves  a s  highly efficacious a re  more likely to 
blam e their failures on a  lack of effort and  persist in trying to find 
solutions to challenging tasks . T hose  with com parab le  skills but 
lower perceived  self-efficacy a re  more likely to b lam e their 
failures on lack of ability and give up easily.
According to Bandura (1986) the following factors can 
negatively affect the  relationship be tw een  self-efficacy an d  action: 
d i s in c e n t iv e s  
p e rfo rm an ce  co n s tra in ts  
c o n se q u e n c e s  of misjudgment 
tem pora l d isp a r i t ie s  
faulty a s s e s s m e n t s  of se lf-percep ts  
faulty a s s e s s m e n ts  of perform ance 
m isw eighting  requ is ite  subskills  
o b scu re  aims 
p e rfo rm an ce  ambiguity 
faulty self-knowledge (pp. 395-398)
In addition, Bandura (1986) described three dim ensions upon 
which self-efficacy may vary that can  impact perform ance. First, 
efficacy judgm ents  differ in level. With regard to the  level of 
difficulty of specific ta sk s  within a  particular dom ain, th e  self- 
efficacy of different individuals may be  limited to simpler ta sk s  or 
may ex tend  to more difficult ones . Second, perceived  self-efficacy 
varies  in strength . S tronger perceived self-efficacy is a s so c ia te d
not only with the selection of more challenging activities, but also 
with g rea te r  pers is tence , effort, and s u c c e s s  in performing those  
activities. Third, perceived  self-efficacy differs in generality  or 
the d eg ree  to which an individual's self-precepts  ex tend  across  
ta sk s  in different domains.
Bandura (1986) described  four primary so u rces  of information 
upon which self-knowledge of one’s efficacy is b ased . T h ese  are 
listed in descending  order of influence:
• (a) enactive attainment (task perform ance),
• (b) vicarious experience (observation of others),
• (c) verbal persuasion that one can  perform the task,
• (d) physiological s ta tes  (e.g., muscle te n se n e ss ) .
It is important to note that information from th e se  four so u rces  
d o e s  not influence self-efficacy directly. The impact on perceived 
self-efficacy is determ ined by the  way the  information is 
cognitively app ra ised  by the individual.
According to Bandura (1986), the most influential sou rce  of 
efficacy information is enactive attainm ent b e c a u s e  it is b a se d  on 
"hands-on" experience. In general, successful personal experiences  
will ra ise  o n e 's  efficacy and  failures will lower it; however, the 
effect of new experiences  on an individual's self-efficacy is 
depen d en t upon the strength of that person 's  preexisting self­
perceptions. Enhanced  self-efficacy effects tend  to generalize  to 
other situations, but they a re  more likely to generalize  to similar 
tasks.
Self-efficacy appra isa ls  a re  a lso influenced by vicarious 
experiences. Although vicarious experiences a re  usually w eaker
than enactive ones, they can produce significant, lasting changes. 
O ne 's  self-precepts of efficacy can  be  raised  by observing others, 
who are  considered by the individual to be similarly competent, 
su cceed  at a  particular task. However, observing similar o thers 
putting forth effort and failing can  lower p recep ts  of efficacy and 
underm ine the individual's efforts. Individuals a re  more likely to 
rely on vicarious information regarding specific tasks  when they do 
not have direct knowledge of their own capabilities.
Verbal persuasion may not have the power to create  lasting 
in c re a se s  in self-efficacy; however, if a  perform ance appraisal is 
perceived by an individual to be reasonable , it can  encourage  an 
individual to put forth more effort. It is important to rem em ber 
that verbal persuasion can a lso  underm ine perceived self-efficacy 
s ince  efficacy appraisals  are easily  disconfirmed if the individual 
should  fail.
In stressful situations individuals often consider physiological 
s ta te s  such a s  muscle te n se n e ss  or emotional arousal a s  an 
indication of vulnerability or impairment. Individuals are  more 
likely to associate  su ccess  with a  more relaxed, less  tense  
physiological state. According to Bandura (1986), trea tm ents  that 
alleviate emotional arousal in c re a se  percep tions  of self-efficacy 
and a re  associated  with improved performance.
s ta te m e n t  of the Problem
For many years  of an  individual's life, school is the principal 
setting for the developm ent and social validation of cognitive 
efficacy. Bandura (1986) em phasized  that it is in this setting that 
individuals acquire knowledge and problem solving skills and  develop 
their cognitive com petenc ies . For som e individuals school ex tends  
well into their adult years  a s  is the  case  for s tuden ts  enrolled in 
medical school. G reater  perceived self-efficacy or confidence in 
performing a  task  has  been  a sso c ia ted  with g rea te r  involvement in 
an activity a s  well a s  pers is tence , effort, and  s u c c e s s  in performing 
that activity (Bandura, 1986). Therefore, attention should be given 
to medical s tudents ' self-efficacy a s  well a s  to the knowledge and 
skills n eed ed  to perform successfully  in medical school (Tresolini & 
Stritter, 1994).
How confident a re  our third-year medical s tu d en ts  initially 
that they can perform the  skills necessa ry  for academ ic  
achievem ent on a  Family Medicine Clerkship rotation? How 
confident are they upon completion of that rotation? Is there a  
relationship be tw een  their perceived  self-efficacy on d es ig n a ted  
skills and s tuden ts ' academ ic  achievem ent?  Is there  a  difference 
betw een the self-efficacy sco res  of male and  female s tu d en ts?  Are 
there  clusters of skills or knowledge that correla te  m ore highly 
with the  clerkship perform ance m easu re s?  In order to answ er th ese  
questions, I propose to answ er the  following sev en  resea rch  
q u es t io n s .
The first research  question is: What is the  relationship 
be tw een  s tuden ts ' perceived  self-efficacy on d es ig n a ted  skills and
their academ ic  ach ievem ent in a  Third-Year Family Medicine 
Clerkship that include th e se  designa ted  skills? This research  
question h a s  th ree  com ponents  that will be ad d ressed :
(1) Is the re  a  relationship betw een the  s tuden ts ' perceived 
self-efficacy s c o re s  on designa ted  skills prior to the  Family 
Medicine Third-Year Clerkship and each  of the  following m e asu re s  of 
academ ic  ach ievem ent:
the  written exam ination s c o re ?  
the oral examination sco re?  
the  clinical sco re?
(2) Is th e re  a  relationship betw een the  s tuden ts ' self- 
efficacy sco re s  on designa ted  skills upon completion of the Family 
Medicine Third-Year Clerkship and  each  of the following m e asu re s  of 
academ ic  ach ievem ent:
the  written exam ination s c o re ?  
the oral examination sco re?  
the  clinical s co re?
(3) Is th e re  a  relationship be tw een  the  s tuden ts ' self- 
efficacy gain s c o re s  (the score  calculated by subtracting the  p re ­
rotation self-efficacy  sco re  from the  post-ro ta tion  self-efficacy 
score) on des igna ted  skills upon completion of the Family Medicine 
Third-Year Clerkship and  each  of the following m e asu re s  of 
academ ic  ach ievem ent:
the  written exam ination s c o re ?  
the  oral examination sco re?  
the  clinical s co re?
The second research question I propose  to answ er is whether 
the self-efficacy sco res  of s tuden ts  enrolled in the  Family Medicine 
Clerkship rotation during the seco n d  half of the  academ ic  year (after 
having com pleted several o ther clinical rotations in o ther specialty  
a re a s  of medicine prior to the Family Medicine Clerkship rotation) 
a re  significantly higher than the  self-efficacy s c o re s  of the  
s tuden ts  completing the rotation during the  first six m onths of the 
academ ic  year (who have com pleted fewer clinical rotations prior to 
the Family Medicine Clerkship rotation).
As there is an increasingly higher proportion of fem ales  
enrolled in medical schools, with the  current national a v erag e  of 
41% (Bickel, Galbraith, & Quinnie, 1995), I am also interested  in 
investigating w hether there  is a  difference be tw een  the  self- 
efficacy sco res  of the m ales and  fem ales enrolled in the Third-Year 
Family Medicine Clerkship. The third resea rch  question I propose  to 
answ er is whether there  is a  significant g en d e r  difference with 
regard to the:
pre-ro tation  self-efficacy  s c o r e s ?  
pos t-ro ta tion  self-e fficacy  s c o r e s ?  
self-efficacy gain s c o r e s ?
The fourth research question I propose  to answer: Are there 
significant differences be tw een the  male and  fem ale s tu d en ts  with 
regard to the three perform ance m e asu re s?
The fifth research  question I propose  to answ er: Are there 
particular c lusters  of items (factors) in the  Family Medicine 
Clerkship Self-Efficacy Q uestionna ire  tha t  corre la te  significantly 
with the  perform ance m easu re s?
The sixth research  question I propose  to answer: Are there 
significant correlations betw een any of the  factor sco res  (pre and  
post) and any of the performance sco res?
The seventh  research  question I propose to answer: Are there 
significant d ifferences betw een the  factor sco res  of the male 
s tuden ts  and the  female s tuden ts?
Significance of the Study 
I was unable to locate any articles that ad d re ssed  the 
generalizability of self-efficacy theory  to academ ic  ach iev em en t in 
medical education. This study will contribute to the medical 
education literature by add ress ing  that question of generalizability. 
If it can be estab lished  that there  is a  relationship betw een medical 
s tudents ' self-efficacy and their academ ic  achievem ent in a  medical 
school setting, then hopefully more medical educa to rs  would s e e  its 
value and usefu lness  in the instructional design of medical school 
curriculum. Of particular in terest to this Family Medicine ed uca to r  
is whether there  a re  particular c lusters  of items on the  Family 
Medicine Self-Efficacy Q uestionnaire  which corre la te  significantly 
with the perform ance m easu res .  If so, then particular attention 
should be paid to the  instruction and  practice of those  particular 
skills during the  Family Medicine Clerkship rotation.
Limitations of the Study 
Correlations obtained in a  relationship study cannot estab lish  
cause -and -e ffec t  relationships b e tw een  the variab les  corre la ted .
At best a  relationship study can  provide information regarding the 
deg ree  of relationship between the  variables in the study. B ecause  
this is a  relationship study and not experimental in design, it w as
difficult to control for ex traneous  variab les  that may have 
jeopard ized  the internal validity of the  study.
B ased  on Bandura 's  (1986) theory of self-efficacy, the use  of 
a g g reg a te  efficacy m easu re s  of perform ance ra ther than  micro- 
analytic m e asu re s  of individual ta sk s  may have w eakened  the 
s trength  of the relation betw een efficacy sco res  and academ ic  
perform ance scores . However, the u se  of aggregate  m e asu re s  is also 
more represen ta tive  of real-world academ ic  m e a su re s  of 
perform ance. Additionally, the intellectual hom ogeneity  and  age  of 
the  participants may have b een  limiting factors in the variability of 
the  perform ance scores .
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C hapter II
R elated  Literature 
Criteria for Inclusion
I conducted  computer s e a rc h es  of Medline, Educational 
R eso u rc e s  Informations C enter (ERIC), and Psychological A bstracts 
d a ta  b a s e s  using the following sea rch  terms: 
s e l f - e f f i c a c y  
p e rso n a l  efficacy 
self beliefs
percep tions  of personal ability 
p e rce iv ed  ability 
s e l f - c o n f id e n c e  
perceived  confidence 
in o rder to obtain the relevant literature published during the  period 
1977 (the year Bandura introduced self-efficacy theory) through 
1995. I then exam ined the reference  lists of all relevant articles 
ob ta ined  through the com puter s e a rc h e s  for additional published 
a r t i c l e s .
Finally, I reviewed the tab les  of con ten ts  of every issue  of 
T eaching  and  Learning in Medicine. This w as the journal in which I 
found the  only article published in the  medical education literature 
in which the  relationship be tw een  self-efficacy and medical 
s tu d e n ts '  acad em ic  activities w as  investigated.
I h ave  included in my literature review two of B andura 's  
e ar l ies t  s tu d ie s  on self-efficacy re sea rc h  and  one  m eta-analytic  
study of the  relation of self-efficacy beliefs to academ ic  ou tcom es.
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I believe these  s tud ies  offer an important theoretical framework 
from which to review the o ther self-efficacy s tud ies  included in my 
review of the literature. I w as able to locate only two stud ies  in 
the medical education  literature that investigated medical s tu d en ts '  
self-efficacy. Although neither of th e se  s tud ies  related s tuden t 
self-efficacy to ach ievem ent, I believe it w as  important to 
establish the contexts in which the construct had  been  studied with 
regard to medical s tudents. Except for th e se  five studies, to be 
included in a  review of the relevant literature, a  study had to 
provide the  following:
(a) an academ ic, ta sk  specific m easure  of self-efficacy, an 
ag g reg a te  m easure  of academ ic  self-efficacy, or a  college-level 
c a re e r  self-efficacy m e asu re ;
(b) a  m easure  of academ ic  performance or achievem ent (e.g., 
course  grades, grade point average); and
(c) participants who w ere undergraduate  college s tu d en ts  or 
g radua te  level college s tuden ts .
Fourteen s tud ies  met the criteria for inclusion in the  review 
of relevant literature. T h e se  articles will be  d iscu ssed  later in this 
chapter, but a  d iscussion  of self-efficacy re sea rch  would be 
incomplete without a  review of two of B andura 's  sem inal s tud ies  of 
se lf-efficacy  re s e a rc h .
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Early Studies Investigating the Theory that Psychological 
P rocedures  Achieve C hanges  in Behavior by Altering the Level and
Strength of Self Efficacy
Bandura. Adams and Beyer (1977)
In early self-efficacy research , Bandura and  his co lleagues 
(1977) administered a  behavioral pretest to adults who had a  phobia 
of snakes . The pre test consisted of encounters  with a  snake  which 
b ecam e increasingly more threatening (e.g., approaching the caged  
snake, touching the snake, holding the snake). Due to the 
participants' snake  phobias, very few tasks  were performed by the 
participants during the  pretest. Self-efficacy w as a s s e s s e d  by 
having the participants specify which of the ta sk s  they felt they 
could perform and the  level of certainty at which they believed they 
could perform each  of those  tasks.
Participants w ere ass igned  to one  of the following treatm ent 
conditions: modeling, participant modeling or control. In the 
modeling group participants observed therapists  who modeled the 
criterion ta sk s  with a  snake. In the participant modeling group, 
participants not only observed  therapists  model the  criterion tasks 
with a  snake , but they also engaged  in the criterion tasks  with the 
therapists. In the control group, the participants received 
a s s e s s m e n ts  but no training. Following training, the  self-efficacy 
and approach behaviors of all participants were r e a s s e s s e d  for the 
criterion ta sk s .
T here  was a  considerable  increase  in self-efficacy from 
pre test to posttest in the participant modeling group, a  m oderate
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increase  in the  modeling group and no change  in the control group. 
Both participant modeling and modeling trea tm en ts  show ed 
significant in c rease s  in approach  behav iors  (criterion tasks) with 
participant modeling showing the  g re a te s t  in c rease s .
The microanalytic m easure  of co n g ru en ce  betw een pos ttest 
self-efficacy and  perform ance w as  obtained by comparing each  
participant's  efficacy judgment for each  ta sk  at the end  of 
trea tm ent and  computing the percent of a ccu ra te  co rrespondence  
be tw een  efficacy judgment and actual perform ance. C orrespondence  
p e rc en tag es  for each  of the treatm ent groups w ere  86% (modeling), 
89% (participant modeling), and 90% (control).
Bandura and  Adams (19771
As a  follow-up to the first study, B andura  and Adams (1977) 
d e s ig n ed  two experimental s tudies  to te s t  self-efficacy theory of 
behavioral change . In the first follow-up study, adults with sn ak e  
phob ias  w ere  administered pre trea tm ent efficacy and  behavioral 
a s s e s s m e n ts  prior to a  system atic  desensitiza tion  treatm ent. The 
participants were then trained in d e ep  m uscu lar  relaxation 
techniques. While they were deeply relaxed, they were instructed by 
the  therap ist to visualize them selves  performing increasingly m ore 
th rea ten ing  and  anxiety-provoking activities involving sn ak es .  This 
p rocedure  w as  continued until participants' anxiety reactions to the  
m ost th rea ten ing  snake-re la ted  activities w e re  completely 
e l im in a te d .
Efficacy expectations were m easu red  prior to and after the 
behavioral posttest. Bandura and  Adams (1977) found that 
desen s it iza tio n  trea tm en t did in c rease  the  partic ipants ' self-
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efficacy. The results of the study revealed  the higher the  level of 
perceived  self-efficacy a t the completion of trea tm ent, the  higher 
the level of approach behavior ( r =  .75, p <  .01). However, a s  Bandura 
and his co lleagues pointed out, the correlations b a se d  upon 
agg rega te  m e asu re s  did not fully reveal the  deg ree  of 
co rre sp o n d en ce  betw een self-efficacy and  perform ance on the 
specific ta sks  from which the ag g reg a te  m easu re s  w ere  obtained.
In keeping with his theory of self-efficacy, the  m ost precise  
index of the relationship would be  provided by a  microanalysis of the 
congruence  betw een self-efficacy and  perform ance at the  level of 
individual tasks . W hen m easu red  this way, the efficacy-behavior 
congruence was 84%.
In the second  study, Bandura and Adams (1977) investigated 
the p rocess  of efficacy and  behavioral change  during the  course  of 
treatment. Six snake  phobics were adm inistered a  behavioral 
p re test that a s s e s s e d  29 ta sk s  that w ere divided into 11 
hierarchical blocks. Each of th e se  blocks of tasks  required 
increasingly m ore threa ten ing  interactions with a  boa  constrictor. 
The trea tm ent p rocedures  w ere adm inistered  to the  participants on 
an individual basis . First, the  therapist modeled all 29 of the tasks  
while the  participants observed  from a  d is tance. The participants 
then received the  participant modeling trea tm ent for the  block of 
ta sk s  they failed in the behavioral pretest.
After successfu l completion of each  trea tm ent block of tasks , 
the partic ipants  com ple ted  self-efficacy a s s e s s m e n ts  of the  29 
tasks. The behavioral avoidance test w as then administered. The 
participants followed this p ro cess  of trea tm ent on the failed block
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of activities, followed by self-efficacy a s s e s s m e n t ,  and behavior 
a s s e s s m e n t  until they achieved terminal pe rfo rm ances  in treatm ent.
Although all of the  participants ach ieved  terminal perform ance 
levels in trea tm en t, the re  w as considerab le  p o s t te s t  variability.
The results  of the study revealed that efficacy judgm ents  prior to 
the p o s t te s t  predic ted  participants' actual p e rfo rm ances  be tte r  than 
their pe rfo rm ances  in treatment. As m easu red  a t different points in 
treatm ent, self-efficacy predicted actual perfo rm ance  in 92%  of the 
total a s s e s s m e n t  ta sk s .
Meta-Analysis of the  Relation of Self-Efficacy Beliefs to Academic
O utcom es 
Multon. Brown and Lent f1991)
Multon, Brown and  Lent (1991) com pleted a  m eta-analysis  
des ig n ed  to te s t  the  h ypo theses  that self-efficacy beliefs relate 
positively to academ ic  perform ance and pers is tence . They also 
exam ined possible  m oderators  of those  relationships. Of relevance 
to the  p re sen t  s tudy  is the relation be tw een  self-efficacy beliefs 
and  academ ic  perform ance.
Multon, Brown and Lent (1991) included 38 sam p les  from 36 
studies  published betw een the years  1977 (the year  Bandura 
introduced self-efficacy theory) and  1988 in their m eta -ana lys is  of 
academ ic  perform ance. The 36 stud ies  met their criteria for 
inclusion by providing the following: (a) a  m e a su re  of self-efficacy,
(b) a  m easu re  of academ ic  performance or pers is tence, and (c) 
sufficient information to calcula te  appropria te  effect s ize  
e s t i m a te s .
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The effect size estim ate u sed  in the  m eta-analysis  w as ru, the
u n b iased  correlation betw een self-efficacy and perfo rm ance  for the 
s tu d ie s  u sed . A total of 4,998 subjects  from 38 sam p les  { M  = 131.5 
subjects , M d n  = 84.0, range = 28 to 536), with an av erag e  a g e  of 16.6 
years  (SO = 12.6) were included. The majority of the sam p le s  
involved elem entary  school children (60.6%), but college s tuden ts  
were also included (28.9%), and the sam ples  were approximately 
equally divided betw een normal-achieving (55.3%) and  low-achieving 
(42.1%) students.
Three conceptual ca tegories  em erged  from the  19 different 
m e asu re s  of academ ic perform ance used  in the 38 studies, and  the 
authors  u sed  th e se  three  categories to code the 19 academ ic  
perform ance m easures . The three  categories included: (a) 
standard ized  achievem ent te s ts  (e.g., Iowa Test of Basic  Skills) in 
10% of the studies, (b) classroom -related m easu res  (e.g., course  
grades)  in 24% of the studies, and  (c) basic skill ta sks  (e.g., 
subtraction problems) in 66% of the 38 studies. In 19 of the  s tudies 
the  effect s izes  were com puted from posttreatm ent da ta ,  an d  in the 
o ther 19 s tud ies  the effect s izes  were com puted from pre trea tm en t 
or correlational da ta.
The m eta-analysis  revealed  a  positive and statistically  
significant relationship be tw een  self-efficacy beliefs a n d  acad em ic  
perform ance outcom es. The unbiased effect size e s tim ate  ( r u )  .38 
with a  95% confidence level su g g es ted  that across  different types of 
s tu d en t sam ples , study designs, and criterion m e asu re s ,  self- 
efficacy beliefs accounted  for approximately 14% of th e  variance  in 
s tuden ts ' academ ic  perform ance. The m eta-analysis  a lso  indicated
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significant heterogeneity  am ong effect size e s tim ates  which the  
au tho rs  believed su g g es te d  that the relationship of self-efficacy to 
perfo rm ance  might vary a c ro ss  different types  of s tuden ts , criterion 
m easu res  and study designs.
The analyses  of perform ance variables revealed four 
conditions that m oderated  effect sizes. The first variable w as the 
am oun t of time during which self-efficacy beliefs and  perform ance  
m easu re s  were a s s e s s e d .  The authors found stronger relationships 
when effect s izes  were es tim ated  from posttreatm ent (.58) than 
from pretreatm ent or correlational da ta  only (.32). They con tended  
tha t this effect s ize  difference su g g e s te d  that self-efficacy 
enhancing s tra teg ies  used  in the  experimental studies (eg., modeling 
and feedback) might have been  associated  not only with ch an g es  in 
efficacy beliefs but might a lso have acted  to en h an ce  self-efficacy 
p e rfo rm ance  re la tionships.
They also found that the  relation of self-efficacy to academ ic  
perform ance varied by s tu d en ts ’ achievem ent level. S tronger 
relations w ere found am ong lower-achieving s tuden ts  (.56) than 
were found am ong normal-achieving studen ts  (.33). The au thors  
pointed out that one explanation for this might be  that self-efficacy 
enhanc ing  s tra teg ies  w ere  particularly helpful for low-achieving 
studen ts . Another explanation might be  that it w as an artifact of 
the  way effect s ize estim ates  were calculated for the  two different 
academ ic  levels of s tudents. For the low-achieving s tuden ts  the 
effect s ize  e s t im a te s  w ere  ca lcu la ted  primarily from p o s ttrea tm en t 
da ta  and  for the normal-achieving s tuden ts  they were calculated 
mostly from pre trea tm ent or correlational da ta .
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Participant a g e  w as  the third factor they found that m oderated 
the  relation be tw een  self-efficacy beliefs and  academ ic  
perform ance. Within the  normal-achieving range, the high school 
(.41) and  college s tuden t (.35) sam ples  show ed s tronger effect s izes 
than did the  e lem entary  school students  (.21). As the authors 
stated , one  interpretation might be that high school and  college 
level s tuden ts  have  had more opportunity to develop skills of 
efficacy se lf -a ssessm en t .  They pointed out that rather than 
viewing self-efficacy enhancing  s tra teg ies  a s  possibly being lost on 
younger s tuden ts , that the  s tra teg ies  might act to acce le ra te  more 
a c c u ra te  se lf -a p p ra isa ls .
Type of perform ance m easure  w as the fourth moderator. Basic 
skills perform ance  m e a su re s  produced the s trongest  effect s izes  
(.52), followed by c lassroom -based  perform ance m e asu re s  (.36), and 
standardized  ach ievem ent te s ts  (.13). T h ese  findings support 
B andura 's  a sse r tion  that the  nature of self-efficacy beliefs is task- 
and  domain-specific, and  is bes t  m easu red  task-specifically 
(Bandura, 1986).
S tudies  of College Level C aree r  Efficacy
The studies  in this section were conducted  by re sea rch ers  who 
investigated ca ree r  efficacy at the  college level. Although the foci 
of th e se  s tudies were  more global than the  p resen t study, the author 
found few s tud ies  for which the  primary focus of the  investigators 
w as strictly on acad em ic  self-efficacy at the  college or g raduate  
course  level. The investigators of th e se  s tudies  did relate caree r  
self-efficacy to acad em ic  ach ievem ent in specific college co u rses
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or to course  GPA, and  for that reason these  studies have been  
included in the literature review.
Lent. Brown and Larkin f1984)
The primary purpose  of this study w as to exam ine the 
relationship  of co llege  s tuden ts ' self-efficacy beliefs  to their 
pers is tence  and  s u c c e s s  in the  pursuit of sc ience  and engineering 
college majors. In addition and of particular in terest to this author, 
th e s e  investigators  exam ined  the  relation b e tw een  self-efficacy and 
objective m e asu re s  of academ ic achievem ent. That com ponent of 
the  study will be  reviewed here.
The study included 42 participants (28 m ales  and 14 females) 
who w ere enrolled in a  10-week career/educationa l course  for 
s tuden ts  considering sc ience  and engineering m ajors and caree rs .  
Participants were mostly freshm en and  sophom ores, and  the m ean 
ag e  of the participants was 20 (SD = 3.5). All of the s tudents  
com pleted  the  pre test,  posttest and the follow-up test. However, 
academ ic  outcom e d a ta  were available for only 37 of the 
participants so  only the  results of those  37 participants will be 
d is c u s s e d .
The self-efficacy m e asu re s  u sed  in this study were 
constructed b a sed  on the procedures used  by Betz and Hackett (1981) 
and Bandura, Adams, Hardy & Howells, (1980). The participants 
com ple ted  the  self-efficacy sca le s  during the  first c la ss  sess ion , 
during the  final c la s s  session , and eight w eeks  after the final c lass  
sess ion . Educational requirements and  job duties  were listed for 15 
sc ience  and  engineering fields, and s tuden ts  w ere  a sked  to indicate 
w hether or not they believed they could successfully  com plete  them.
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The num ber of fields that participants indicated they could com plete  
were sum m ed to obtain the level scores.
Strength of self-efficacy w as  a s s e s s e d  by asking participants 
to indicate their deg ree  of confidence that they  could com plete  the 
requirem ents and duties. They indicated their deg ree  of confidence 
on a  10-point scale  that ranged from 1 (completely unsure) to 10 
(completely sure). Strength sco res  were calcu la ted  for each  
participant by summing the s trength e s t im a te s  and  dividing by 15 
which w as the total num ber of m ajor/career fields listed. S trength 
ra tings were calculated  only for the  fields that participants 
indicated they could complete. The re sea rc h e rs  were then able to 
exam ine  four a sp e c ts  of self-efficacy with regard  to sc ience  and 
engineering  achievem ent: level and  s treng th  of self-efficacy for 
educational requirements (ER-L and ER-S) an d  level and strength of 
self-efficacy for job duties (JD-L and JD -S).
The academ ic perform ance m e asu re s  consis ted  of cumulative 
g rade  point average  (CGPA) one  year after th e  course, and grade 
point average  one year later in science or technical course  work 
(TGPA).
The following w ere the  te s t- re te s t  corre la tions for the  self- 
efficacy sca le s  from the  last c lass  sess io n  to the  8-week post 
follow-up (with no intervention between): .58 for level of job duties
(JD-L), .84 for strength of job duties (JD-S), .76 for level of self- 
efficacy for educational requirem ents (ER-L), and  .89 for s trength of 
educational requirements (ER-S) (all at p  < .001). The coefficient 
a lpha  values used  to a s s e s s  internal consis tency  of the sca le s  at 
pre test were a s  follows: JD-L .80, JD-S .85, ER-L .79, and ER-S .89.
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At pre test the two educational requirem ents sca les  had a 
correlation of .81, and  the two job duties m easu res  also had a  
correlation of .81.
The re sea rc h e rs  divided the participants into high- and  low- 
self-efficacy groups b a se d  on their ER-L and ER-S sco res  at follow- 
up. Participants scoring in the upper third of the distribution on the 
two sca le s  w ere designa ted  a s  the high-self-efficacy group and  
participants scoring in the lower third w ere designa ted  a s  th e  low- 
self-efficacy group. The re sea rch ers  explained the reaso n  they 
chose  to use  the educational requirement sca les  w as b e c a u se  they 
believed those  two sca le s  were most conceptually related and  
specific to the  academ ic  criteria of interest.
Multivariate ana lyses  were com puted on the m ean s  and 
standard deviations on the CGPA and TGPA for the high- and low- 
self-efficacy groups, and  revealed  significant m ean  differences 
between the two ER-L groups. Hotelling's T2 (3, 20) = 11.93, p  < .05; 
and also between the  two ER-S groups, Hotelling's T2 (3, 21) =
18.48, p  < .01. Univariate t-tests  produced  significant differences 
betw een high- and  low- self-efficacy groups in all but one instance: 
high- and  low- ER-L groups differed on the TGPA variable at only the 
p < .11 level. The differences favored the high-self-efficacy 
participants in every comparison, and  the results indicated tha t the 
high-self-efficacy partic ipants generally  ach ieved  higher g ra d e s .
The au thors  pointed out that the  results were impressive 
considering the global nature of the self-efficacy and academ ic  
outcome m easu res  u sed  in their study. The authors su g g es ted  that 
com pared  to many of the earlier s tud ies  on self-efficacy in which
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more specific ta rge t behaviors were exam ined, their study examined 
a more highly complex set of academ ic behaviors and  still found 
significant re la tions be tw een  self-efficacy beliefs a n d  academ ic  
perform ance. The authors indicated that the results of their study 
su g g e s te d  self-efficacy might be  a  relatively robust an d  flexible 
model that might help explain complex a s  well a s  relatively discrete 
behaviors (p. 360). This study w as relevant b e c a u s e  the  performance 
m e asu re s  consis ted  of a  highly complex se t  of academ ic  behaviors 
a s  w ere the perform ance m easu res  in the p resen t study.
Lent. Brown and  Larkin (1986)
The primary purpose of this study w as to ex tend  the findings 
of the Lent et al. (1984) study by a sse ss in g  the extent to which the 
m e asu re  of efficacy beliefs together with m e a s u re s  of the following 
variables; c a ree r  indecision, self-esteem , and  e x p re s s e d  vocational 
in terests, and range  of perceived vocational options relative to 
technical/scientific  fields predicted acad em ic  g ra d e s ,  p e rs is ten ce  
and  perceived ca ree r  options in s tuden ts  considering sc ience  and 
engineering fields. Of relevance to the p resen t study w as the 
a s s e s s m e n t  in this study of how well self-efficacy beliefs 
predicted academ ic  grades.
There  were 105 college students  (75 men and 30 women) 
included in this study. The students  were enrolled in two sections 
of a  10-week career/educational planning cou rse  for underg raduates  
who w ere considering science  and engineering majors and  careers . 
The majority of the  participants were freshm en and  sophom ores  and 
their m ean  ag e  w as 20 years (SD = 2.86). Participants completed
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m e asu re s  of the variables listed above  during the first and last 
c lass  sess io n s  of the course.
The re sea rch ers  u sed  one  of the  self-efficacy indices, the 
educational requirements scale, that had been  used  in the Lent et al. 
(1984) study. The authors  developed  ano ther self-efficacy sca le  for 
this study that focused  on more specific academ ic  behaviors than 
did the earlier scale. *The self-efficacy m e asu re s  for the 
educational requirem ents sca le  w as constructed b a sed  on the 
p rocedures u sed  by Betz and  Hackett (1981). Educational 
requirem ents and job duties w ere listed for 15 science  and 
engineering fields, and  s tuden ts  were a sk ed  to indicate w hether or 
not they believed they could successfully complete them. The 
num ber of fields that participants Indicated they could com plete  
were sum m ed to obtain the level sco res  (ER-L).
Strength of self-efficacy (ER-S) w as a s s e s s e d  by asking 
participants to indicate deg ree  of confidence that they could 
com plete  the educational requirem ents and  job duties. They 
indicated their deg ree  of confidence on a  10-point sca le  that ranged 
from 1 (completely unsure) to 10 (completely sure). Strength sco res  
w ere calculated for each  participant by summing the strength 
estim ates  and dividing by 15 which was the total num ber of 
m ajor/career fields listed. S trength  ratings w ere calculated  only 
for the  fields that participants indicated they could com plete.
The re sea rch ers  were able to exam ine two a sp ec ts  of self- 
efficacy with regard to sc ience  and  engineering achievem ent: level 
an d  strength of self-efficacy for educational requirem ents (ER-L and  
ER-S). Test-re test correlation for ER-S from the first c lass  to the
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last (8-weeks with no intervention) w as .89. To es tim ate  internal 
consis tency  reliability, they  calculated an  a lpha  coefficient which 
w as also .89. Only the ER-S w as used in this study b e c a u se  the 
re sea rch ers  believed it to be more conceptually relevant to the 
academ ic  criteria of in terest and  b e ca u se  they believed the 
information contained in the  level m easu re  w as effectively 
subsum ed  in the strength m easure .
To test a  less  global m easu re  of self-efficacy, Lent, et al. 
(1986) developed ano ther m easu re  that they believed w as  more 
task-specific. They n am ed  this second  m easure , s trength  of self- 
efficacy for academ ic m ile-stones (AM-S). S tuden ts  w ere a sk ed  to 
ra te  their ability to perform specific accom plishm ents  n e c e s sa ry  
for academ ic  su ccess  in sc ience  and engineering m ajors (e.g., 
"complete the m athem atic  requirem ents for m ost eng ineering  
majors," p. 266). The s tu d en ts  rated their confidence on a  10-point 
sca le  that ranged from 1 (completely unsure) to 10 (completely 
sure). The ratings were sum m ed across  items and then divided by 
the num ber of items (11) which gave the re sea rch ers  the  s tudents ' 
AM-S m easures . The coefficient alpha for this sca le  w as  com puted 
on the pretest da ta  and it w as .89.
The academ ic perform ance m easu re  used  in this study w as the 
s tuden ts ' grade point av e rag e  in science and technical cou rse  work 
(TGPA) one year after the  study.
Self-efficacy sco res  were combined over g en d e r  and  course  
sec tions  for further analysis  after they w ere sub jec ted  to a  three- 
way repeated  m easu res  analysis of variance (Gender X C ourse
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Section X Pre-Post), and the results show ed no significant main or 
in te rac t ion  e ffec ts .
As in the earlier study (Lent et al., 1984), the participants 
w ere  divided into high- and  low-self-efficacy groups, however, in 
this study the division w as based  on the posttest ER-S and AM-S 
sco res .  Participants scoring in the upper quartile of the distribution 
w ere designa ted  a s  the high-self-efficacy group and those  scoring in 
the  lower quartile w ere designa ted  a s  the  low-self-efficacy group. 
The two groups were com pared on the academ ic  outcome m easure  
(TGPA). Significant m ean differences were found for the two groups 
on the  performance m easure  (ER-S, t = 1.97, p  < .05; AM-S, t = 2.78, 
p  < .01) with d ifferences consistently  favoring high-self-efficacy 
participants who achieved  higher g rades.
Hierarchical regression ana lyses  w ere conducted  to a s s e s s  
w hat self-efficacy added  to the prediction of academ ic  perform ance 
(TGPA) beyond m e asu re s  of ability, achievem ent, and  vocational 
in terest. Self-efficacy w as en te red  last into the regression  
equation  of each  analysis to determine its unique contribution in the 
prediction of performance. The re sea rch ers  conducted  sep a ra te  
an a ly ses  for the ER-S and AM-S m easures . In predicting TGPA, the 
self-efficacy variab les  e ac h  accoun ted  for additional significant 
variance beyond the other predictors (AM-S, R2 = 08; ER-S, R2 = .04). 
Differences between the contributions of AM-S and  ER-S did not 
re a c h  significance.
The re sea rch e rs  pointed out that although self-efficacy did 
add  significant unique variance beyond ability and  achievem ent 
m easu re s  in the prediction of academ ic perform ance, the size of
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self-efficacy's practical contribution could be challenged. The 
au thors  indicated this pattern of relations w as generally consis ten t 
with the self-efficacy model which they s ta ted  su g g es ts  that 
"efficacy beliefs provide valuable, but often not sufficient, 
information for predicting behavior" (Lent et al., 1986, p. 268). 
Hackett. Betz. C asas, and Rocha-Singh (1992)
The primary purpose of this study w as to examine the  relation 
of self-efficacy m e asu re s  to academ ic  achievem ent in engineering  
programs. The participants included 218 students  enrolled in the 
School of Engineering at a  midsized W est Coast university. The 
surveys w ere distributed and  collected in required engineering 
courses . In addition, surveys were mailed to women and s tuden ts  of 
color who were not contacted during courses  to ensure  ad eq u a te  
representation . There were no significant differences be tw een  the 
s tuden ts  who completed the survey in c lass  or the s tuden ts  to whom 
the survey was mailed on any of the variables. The majority of the 
participants w ere freshmen and sophom ores and their a g e s  ranged 
between 17 and 33 years (M  = 19.70 years, SD  = 2.04 years).
The self-efficacy questionnaire  w as adap ted  from the  Lent et 
al. (1986) study and m easured  overall occupational self-efficacy and 
also self-efficacy for academ ic milestones. The re sea rch e rs  m ade  
only minor ch an g es  and additions to the instruments and th e se  
c h a n g e s  reflected institutional d ifferences in program  requ irem ents . 
A subsca le  with 18 specific s u b a rea s  in engineering w as u sed  to 
a s s e s s  s tuden ts ' confidence in their ability to successfully  com plete  
the  educational requirem ents for different sc ience  and  engineering 
occu p a tio n s .
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Another su b sca le  with 12 academ ic milestones w as used  to 
m easu re  s tu d en ts ' confidence in their ability to successfully  
com plete the  different core  requirem ents in the engineering 
program. For both self-efficacy strength m easu res ,  the participants 
were a sk ed  to rate their confidence on a  10-point sca le  which 
ranged from 0 (no confidence at all) to 10 (complete confidence).
The m ean sco res  for both the occupational and academ ic  milestones 
self-efficacy sco res  w as computed by totaling the re sp o n se s  and 
dividing by the num ber of items within each  subscale . The internal 
consis tency  reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha) w as .95 for both the 
occupational self-efficacy sca le  and the academ ic-m iles tones  self- 
efficacy sca le .
The re sea rch ers  used  cumulative college GPA and spring 
quarter college GPA a s  their academ ic performance m easures . GPAs 
were m easured  on a  5-point scale  ranging from F (0) to A (4).
Both acad em ic  m ilestones self-efficacy and  occupational self- 
efficacy w ere  significantly related with college GPA m easu re s  
(college GPA-spring and  academ ic  m ilestones self-efficacy, r = .36, 
p  < .001; college GPA-cumulative, and academ ic m ilestones self- 
efficacy, r  = .39, p  < .001; college GPA-spring and occupational self- 
efficacy, r =  .19, p  < .01; college GPA-cumulative and  occupational 
self-efficacy, r = .25, p  < .001). Academic m ilestones self-efficacy 
w as  consistently  the s trongest predictor of perform ance when the 
au tho rs  ran two forward-selection s tepw ise  multiple regress ion  
ana lyses . Academic m ilestones self-efficacy w as en te red  into both 
equations first. For the prediction of spring quarter GPA, R w as .57 
(adjusted R^=  .30) and  academ ic m ilestones self-efficacy was
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13 = .32. For the prediction equation for cumulative college GPA, R 
w as .73 (adjusted F?2= .51) and  academ ic  m ilestones self-efficacy 
was (3 = .30.
S tud ies  Utilizing Basic Skill T asks-P erfo rm ance  M easu res  
Meier. McCarthy, and Schmeck (1984)
The purpose  of this study w as  to determ ine to what extent 
efficacy expec ta tions  predicted college writing perform ance. The 
participants in the study were 121 college freshm en enrolled in a 
rem edial writing course  (54%), a  required freshm an writing cou rse  
(33%), or an honors writing course  (13%).
Each participant wrote an e s s a y  during the  first w eeks of a 
16-w eek sem es te r  writing course  (phase  1) and another e s s a y  during 
the last w eeks of the course (phase  2). The students also completed 
a  self-efficacy instrument that consis ted  of 19 items g e n e ra te d  
from cou rse  objectives from each  of the th ree  courses . They were 
o rd e red  hierarchically by level of increasing difficulty a s  
de term ined  by ag reem ent of subjects  in a  pilot study, a  composition 
expert, and  the researchers . The s tuden ts  completed the self- 
efficacy instrum ent prior to writing the  first e ssay .
Magnitude of efficacy expectation (the total num ber of tasks  
participants believed they could perform) w as  m easu red  by having 
s tu d en ts  answ er either "Yes" or "No" to e ach  of the 19 writing tasks. 
The s treng th  of efficacy (the level of certainty regarding ability to 
perform each  of the tasks) w as m easu red  by having the s tuden ts  rate 
their ability for each  of the 19 items on a  100-point scale , with 0 
indicating com plete  uncertainty and  100 indicating total certainty. 
S trength  sco re  was a  sum of the ratings for each  of the items.
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T est-re test reliability for a  1-week period revealed  r  = .85 for 
efficacy strength and  r = .84 for efficacy magnitude.
Writing performance for p h ase  1 and p h ase  2 w as evalua ted  by 
four ra ters trained in composition a sse ssm e n t .  The ra te rs  b a se d  
their a s s e s s m e n t  of writing perform ance on the 19 ta sk s  
rep resen ted  in the self-efficacy instrument. R aters  had  no 
knowledge of w hether the  compositions they w ere rating w ere  from 
p h ase  1 or p h a se  2, Interrater reliability w as determ ined by 
calculating an a lpha  coefficient on a  sam ple  of d a ta  analyzed  
independently  by each  rater. The interrater reliability for writing 
perform ance w as estim ated to be .92.
The re sea rch e rs  analyzed  only the s trength of efficacy 
expectation b e c a u se  of a  ceiling effect for magnitude. The maximum 
possible score  on the magnitude scale  w as  19 and the p h a se  2 m ean 
was 18.26. Stepwise regression analyses  of p h ase  1 and  p h a se  2 
data  were conducted  to m easu re  the  am ount of variance in writing 
perform ance accoun ted  for by efficacy strength. In addition to the 
self-efficacy and  writing perform ance  variab les  the  following 
variables were also included in the regression model: outcom e 
expecta tions, cognitive p rocessing , affective (anxiety) and  
dem ographic variables. At p h ase  1 efficacy strength  w as  significant 
(R2 = . i 8), F(1,39) = 8.46, p  < .006). At p h ase  2 , efficacy w as  not a  
significant predictor. The au thors  hypothesized  tha t efficacy 
expectations might be more important with regard  to behavior when 
individuals experience  strong risks with aversive c o n s e q u e n c e s  and  
that possibly by p h a se  2 , the  s tudents  did not perceive the  writing 
task  a s  aversive.
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This study w as relevant to the p resen t study primarily b e ca u se  
the sam ple included college level s tuden ts  and b e cau se  it was a 
field study a s  opposed  to a  study in a  laboratory setting. The study 
would have been  more relevant to the p resen t study had the 
re sea rch e rs  s ep a ra te d  the participants by perform ance level when 
they es tim ated  correlations betw een efficacy belief sco res  and  
perform ance m easu res . In addition, the  perform ance ta sks  in this 
study were not closely related to the perform ance tasks  in the 
p re sen t  study.
Shell. Murphy, and  Bruning (1989)
In this study the  resea rchers  exam ined the relation betw een 
self-efficacy and outcom e expectancy beliefs and ach ievem ent in 
reading and writing. Of relevance to the p resen t study were the data  
regarding the relationship betw een self-efficacy and  academ ic  
ach iev em en t .
There were 153 participants (38 m ales and 115 females) in 
this study. The participants were volunteers recruited from 
undergraduate  educational psychology c la s s e s  at a  midwestern s tate  
university. The majority of the participants were White and cam e 
from m idd le -c lass  families.
Two self-efficacy instruments were u sed  in the study and each  
instrument had two subscales , a  task  subsca le  and a  com ponent skill 
subscale . The instruments were developed by the resea rchers  based  
on Bandura 's  (1982, 1986) methods. The participants rated 
confidence in their ability to complete the ta sks  listed in the 
instruments on a  scale from zero (no chance) to 100 (complete 
c e r ta in ty ) .
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Reading self-efficacy w as m easu red  by an instrument that 
included a reading task  subscale  and  a  reading component subscale . 
For the reading task subscale, participants were asked  to rate 
confidence in their ability to read an d  unders tand  18 different 
reading tasks, e.g., "read a  letter from a  friend or family member" 
(Shell, Murphy & Bruning, 1989, p. 99). For the reading component 
skill subsca le , the participants w ere  a sk e d  to rate their confidence 
in their ability to perform each  of nine skills, e.g., "recognize parts  
of speech" (Shell, Murphy & Bruning, 1989, p. 99). Cronbach's alpha 
w as  computed to a s s e s s  reliability which w as  .92 for the task 
subsca le  and  .93 for the com ponent skill subscale. Correlations 
betw een items and subscale  sco res  were positive and exceeded  .50 
for all items, except Item 1, which ex ce e d ed  .30.
Writing self-efficacy w as  a lso  m e asu re d  by an instrument that 
included a  task  subscale  and  a  com ponent subscale. For the writing 
task  subsca le  participants were a sk e d  to ra te  confidence in their 
ability to successfully com plete  16 different writing tasks , e .g ., 
"write a  letter to a  friend or family mem ber" (Shell, Murphy & 
Bruning, 1989, p. 99). For the writing com ponent skill subscale, 
participants were asked  to rate confidence in their ability to 
perform each  of eight skills, e.g., "correctly spell all words in a  one  
p age  passage"  (Shell, Murphy & Bruning, 1989, p. 99). Cronbach's 
a lpha  was computed to a s s e s s  reliability which w as .92 for the task  
subsca le  and .95 for the com ponent skill subscale. Correlations 
betw een items and subscale  scores  w ere positive and exceeded  .40 
for all items.
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Reading perform ance w as m easured  using the D egrees of 
Reading Power test (DRP; Touchstone Applied Science Associates, 
1983). The instrument included 63 items that m easu red  reading 
com prehension. KR-20 coefficients were used  to m easu re  
reliabilities which reported to have ranged  between .93 and .97 for 
different forms of the test. Correlations betw een the DRP and the 
California Achievem ent Test-70 (CAT-70) reading com prehension  
test were reported to have ranged between .77 (Grade 3) and  .85 
(Grade 8) for an  urban school sample.
Writing perform ance w as  m easu red  by giving the  participants 
20 minutes to write an e s sa y  on the  topic: of what the  s tuden ts  
believed to be  the  qualities of a  successful teacher. Two of the  
re sea rch e rs  independently scored  the e s s a y s  using a  holistic scoring 
m ethod which w as developed by one of the researchers . The scoring 
method w as reported to have been  developed based  on methods 
described by Cooper (1985). The raters were unaw are of the 
identities of the  participants and  participants' sco res  on o ther 
m easures . A final writing score  w as determ ined by averaging the 
sco re s  of the  two raters. Interrater reliability w as  .75.
Participants  com ple ted  the  self-efficacy ins trum ents  a t the  
time they were recruited and a sk ed  to return the questionnaires  at 
the time they were scheduled  for reading and writing perform ance 
testing. Perform ance testing w as  adm inistered in groups of 20-50 
participants during one  of five testing sess io n s .  The first twenty 
minutes of e ach  testing session  w as  se t  aside  for the  timed writing 
test. The reading te s t  w as self-paced and followed the time writing 
te s t  in each  testing sess ion .
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The correlation between reading com ponent efficacy and 
reading perform ance w as r  = .53, p  = .007, and  the correlation 
between reading task  efficacy and reading perform ance w as r = .30, 
p = .007. The correlation betw een writing com ponent efficacy and 
writing perform ance w as r  = .32, p = .007 and  the correlation 
betw een writing task  efficacy and  writing perform ance w as r =  .17, 
p = .007.
In their discussion of the results, the au thors  pointed out that 
there  w as  a  significant relation be tw een  self-efficacy beliefs and 
reading and writing perform ance for college s tuden ts  and  that th e se  
beliefs were independent from actual perform ance skills. In 
addition, they noted that there  w as  a  s tronger relation be tw een  
reading self-efficacy and reading perform ance  in their study than 
there  w as  be tw een  writing self-efficacy a n d  writing perform ance. 
They su g g es ted  that there  w as the  possibility that the  difference 
could have  b een  attributed to reliability difficulties in scoring the 
writing sam ples , but that the  difference w a s  consis ten t with prior 
s tud ies  of self-efficacy beliefs and  reading and  writing 
perform ance. The authors s ta ted  that "there may exist real 
d ifferences in the structure of the  relations be tw een  beliefs and  
achievem ent for writing and reading" (Shell, e t al., 1989, p. 97).
They su g g es te d  that s ince the  relation be tw een  self-efficacy and 
ach ievem ent in c reases  a s  skill inc reases , the  results of their study 
may have  indicated that their participants ' writing skills w ere  
simply not a s  well developed a s  w ere their reading skills.
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Studies Utilizing C lassroom -R ela ted  Perform ance  M easures  
Siegel. Galassi. and W are (1985)
In this study the re sea rch e rs  com pared  the ability of two 
theoretical models to predict m athem atics  perform ance on a  final 
m athem atics examination. The first model w as  comprised of 
Bandura 's  (1997) social learning theory variables and it included 
situationally  specific  m a th em atic s  skills, incen tives , self-efficacy 
expectations and outcome expectations. The second  model the 
re sea rch e rs  called the math aptitude-anxiety model and it included 
the  following variables: genera l m a them atics  ability (quantitative
score  of the Scholastic Aptitude Test), gender, sex  role orientation, 
and  m athem atics  anxiety.
The sam ple consisted of 97 women and  46 men for a  total of 
143 participants who were enrolled in the  second  sem es te r  of an 
introductory m athem atics cou rse  at an  eas te rn  university. The 
course  w as required for som e majors (e.g., business), but w as  not 
open to s tuden ts  whose majors were  math, engineering or the 
physical sc iences . The majority of participants (117) were 
freshmen. Participation in the study w as voluntary and about half of 
the  s tudents  who were enrolled in the  course  participated. The 
participants a ttended  different sec tions  of a  s tandard  lecture 
course  taught by graduate  ass is tan ts ,  u sed  common course  
materials, and  took the final examination. The participants 
completed all of the m easu res  in the  study.
Self-efficacy expecta tions w ere  m easu red  by asking the 
s tuden ts  to rate their ability to correctly solve each  of 10 problems 
on the final exam  immediately after reading the exam  for the  first
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time. The researchers  called this m easure  the Math Exam Self- 
Efficacy Scale. The students  indicated on a  1- to 10-point sca le  
(highly uncertain to completely certain) deg ree  of confidence in 
their ability to answ er each  problem correctly. The level of self- 
efficacy score  was determined by the num ber of problems out of 10 
that the participants expec ted  to answ er with a  confidence rating 
above 1. The strength of self-efficacy score  w as determ ined by 
summing the confidence ratings for each  of the problems and 
dividing that number by the  num ber of problems (10). The math 
efficacy sca le  w as adm inistered immediately prior to beginning the 
m athem atics  final exam. The internal consistency for the s trength 
m easure  was determined using Cronbach 's alpha and it was .87.
Forward entry (a priori ordered) multiple regression  an a ly se s  
were used  to determine the am ount of variance in the perform ance 
on the mathematics final exam  that was accounted for by the 
variables included in the  social learning theory and for the variables 
included in the math aptitude-anxiety model. Of specific re levance  
to the proposed study a re  the results of the strength of self- 
efficacy m easu re  and the level of self-efficacy m easu re . S trength 
of self-efficacy a s  m easu red  by the  Math Exam Self-Efficacy Sca le  
accounted for a  modest (1.6%) amount of variance in math 
perform ance, F(1, 137) = 4.73, p  <.05. The level of efficacy m easu re  
did not explain additional variance beyond the s trength  of self- 
efficacy m easure , F(1, 137) = .10, p  >.05. The two efficacy m easu re s  
together did not account for a  significant amount of variation, F(2, 
137) = 2.41, p  > .05.
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The au thors  hypothesized that the  population (college level) 
might have accoun ted  for the lesser  role that self-efficacy played in 
the  prediction of academ ic  performance in this study. This was one 
of the hypotheses  sugges ted  and  d iscussed  by the  authors of the 
meta-analytic study (Multon, et al., 1991) reviewed earlier in this 
paper. In addition, the authors su g g es ted  that other methodological 
differences such  a s  variables and order of entry into the regression 
equation might also  have accounted for the variable role they believe 
self-efficacy h a s  p layed in different s tu d ie s  with different ta rget 
behav iors .
Wood and Locke (1987)
Wood and Locke conducted this study to examine the 
relationship be tw een  academ ic  self-efficacy and  perform ance  in 
college c lasses .  The researchers  a lso obtained m easu res  of 
academ ic g rade  goals and ability from four sam ples . The first 
sam ple of s tuden ts  w as used to selec t and  pilot valid items from a 
larger pool of self-efficacy m easures . T h ese  items were then used  
with the th ree  o ther sam ples.
Participants in sam ples  2 and 3 w ere college underg raduates  
enrolled in a  junior level m anagem ent course . There were 194 
participants in sam ple  2 and 212 participants in sam ple 3. The 
participants in sam ple  4 (N = 111) w ere enrolled in a  large 
undergraduate  psychology course  at the  sam e  university a s  the 
participants in sam ples  2 and 3. The authors  did not offer any 
additional dem ographic  d a ta  regarding the  participants, nor did they 
s ta te  w hether participation was voluntary or required a s  part of the 
co u rse  requ irem ents .
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Wood and Locke completed four validation s tudies  on an 
instrum ent that initially included sev en  s u b sc a le s  with 29 items. 
From those  s tudies  they derived an  instrument which included 17 of 
the original 29 items and six of the  sev en  original su b sc a le s  that 
had the  h ighest interitem reliability, low est s tan d a rd  error and  
g rea te s t  predictive validity for academ ic  perform ance. The final 
version of this instrument included the  following su b sca le s :  C lass  
Concentration, Memorization, Understanding, Explaining C oncepts , 
Discriminating C oncepts , and  Note Taking. The sca le  reliabilities 
(Cronbach’s  alpha) on the academ ic  self-efficacy su b sc a le s  ranged  
from .73 to .87, and the overall reliability for the  17-item sca le  w as 
.82.
For e ach  subsca le  the  s tuden ts  were  a sk ed  first w hether they 
could perform the task  and then a sk ed  to rate  their confidence for 
attaining success ive  perform ance levels of the  task  on a  sca le  of 1 
to 10. The example the authors  gave  w as  one  for the subscale. 
Memorization. The participants were  a sk ed  w hether they could 
memorize the  facts and  concep ts  p re sen ted  in the course  for four 
levels, 50%, 70%, 90%, and 100% of the  facts and concepts.
S tu d en ts  com ple ted  the  self-efficacy questionnaire  
immediately after the  first hourly co u rse  exam  but before receiving 
exam  grades. The authors  explained the  timing of the  administration 
of the  self-efficacy questionnaire  w as  in keeping with B andura ’s 
(1986) recom m endation  that self-efficacy ratings a re  m ost 
meaningful after participants receive so m e  feedback  regarding 
recent perform ance. The re sea rch e rs  w anted  the  s tuden ts  to rate 
their self-efficacy expec ta tions  b a se d  on their ability to cope  with
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the course  dem ands  but not make their ratings b a sed  only on their 
grade.
The academ ic perform ance m easu re  for the study w as the total 
num ber of points earned  in the course  which w as b ased  primarily on 
two or three hourly exam s and a  final exam. The self-efficacy (SE) 
sca le  m easured  self-efficacy magnitude (SEM) by asking the 
students  to respond either "yes" or "no" a s  to w hether they could 
attain the specified level of attainment. The SEM score  w as the 
total number of "yes's." Self-efficacy strength (SES) w as m easu red  
by asking the s tudents ' to rate confidence in their ability to perform 
at the specified level on a  scale  of 0 to 100. The SE S score  w as the
m ean  confidence rating for all items.
Hierarchical reg ress ions  were run using the course  totals for 
each  of the 3 sam ples a s  the dependent variable. In the first se t  of 
analyses, ability w as en tered  first and w as followed by the two SE 
m easu res  and the goals m easures . SE S yielded significant 
increments in all three sam ples  to f f ^ b u t  SEM  did not. In the second
se t  of ana lyses  ability w as entered  first and  w as followed by the
goal m easures  and then the SE m easures . SE S was significant in two 
of the three sam ples and SEM w as significant in one.
The au thors  reported  the  correlation be tw een  self-efficacy 
strength and course  performance a s  r = .27, p  < .01. and sugges ted  
several explanations for the  m oderate  correlations in the  th ree  
sam ples. They pointed out that the higher correlations betw een SE S 
and  performance in earlier laboratory s tudies  might be  explained by 
the timing of the administration of the self-efficacy m e asu re s .  
According to th e se  authors, in earlier laboratory s tud ies  the  self­
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efficacy m e asu re s  were taken minutes before performance, and  they 
believed that th o se  self-percepts strongly impacted the 
participants’ perform ance of the designa ted  task. They contrasted  
this with the administration of the  self-efficacy m e a su re s  in their 
sam ples  which occurred about two months before the  end  of the 
course. This w as relevant to the present study b e cau se  one of the 
self-efficacy m e a su re s  w as adm inistered in the p resen t study about 
a  week prior to the beginning of each  rotation.
A second  explanation that Wood and Locke (1987) offered was 
also relevant to the present study. They contended that performance 
feedback had been  extremely task  specific in most s tudies prior to 
theirs. They con tras ted  this with the  m easu re  of perform ance 
feedback in their study, which w as grade  performance, and then 
proceeded  to point out that grade perform ance "is not one specific 
task  but the complex outcome of multiple tasks  (studying, c lass  
a ttendance, note-taking, memorizing, exam  taking, etc.)" (p. 1023). 
Wood and Locke considered the results of their study to be all the 
more impressive b e cau se  they used  an aggregate  performance 
m easure .
The third explanation that Wood and Locke (1987) offered for 
the m odera te  effects of self-efficacy in their study w as the 
possibility of pre-selection bias. The s tuden ts  enrolled in their 
study had a lready  b een  pre-selected for their ability to complete 
college level course  work, and the authors believed that this 
restricted the  range and tended to reduce  the validity of the self- 
efficacy sca les . Ability level w as one  of the  m oderators of the 
relationship be tw een  self-efficacy and  perform ance that was
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d iscu ssed  earlier in the  Multon, et al. (1991) meta-analysis, and it 
may also have influenced the results of the present study a s  medical 
s tuden ts  a re  considered  to have  high academ ic ability.
Pintrich M9891
The purpose of this study w as to examine the interactive 
relationships be tw een  s tuden t motivation and cognition an d  s tuden t 
perform ance on different college tasks. O ne of the com ponents  of 
the Motivated S trateg ies  for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) w as the 
Expectancy for S u c c e s s  subsca le  that w as included to m easu re  self- 
efficacy expectations. It is the  d a ta  from that su b sca le  that was 
m ost relevant to the p resen t study.
Participants included 224 college s tuden ts  enrolled at th ree  
institutions of higher learning in the  s ta te  of Michigan, a  four-year 
s ta te  university, a  small liberal arts  college, and a community 
college. Seven c la s s e s  of s tuden ts  (2 English, 3 Biology, and  2 
Psychology), and six instructors (1 English, 3 Biology, and  2 
Psychology) participated in the  study.
Self-efficacy w as  m easu red  by the  Expectancy for S u c c es s  
su b sc a le  contained within the  Motivated S trateg ies  for Learning 
Questionnaire (MSLQ). The MSLQ is a  self-report questionnaire that 
a sk s  s tuden ts  to rated them selves  on a  variety of motivational and 
cognitive items. The alpha for the Expectancy for S u c c e s s  subsca le  
w as reported to be .80. The rating sca le  was described a s  a  7-point 
Likert scale . This w as tiie extent to which the questionnaire w as 
described  except for re fe rences  by Pintrich to its u se  in previous 
studies  (e.g., McKeachie, Pintrich, & Lin, 1985; Pintrich, 1986), and 
Pintrich's (1989) com m ent tha t "the results  from th e se  s tud ies
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dem onstra te  rea so n ab le  internal reliability of the s c a le s  and 
m odera te  correlations of the  sca le s  with academ ic  perform ance" (p. 
143). The s tudents  com pleted the MSLQ at the beginning of the term.
Academic ach ievem ent w as m easured  by cou rse  perform ance. 
There w as variation of cou rse  perform ance m e asu re s  a c ro ss  the 
different c la s s e s  but it generally  consis ted  of th ree  types  of 
a ss ignm ents  or tasks  which included exam s, e s s a y s  or papers , and 
labs. Exams w as a  perform ance m easure  in all seven  co u rses  and the 
majority of the co u rse s  included e s sa y  a ss ignm ents  a s  a  
perform ance m easure . The biology cou rses  also had  lab ass ignm ents . 
Final course  g rade  w as a lso included a s  a  perform ance m easure . Due 
to the variation of course  m e asu re s  ac ro ss  the seven  c la sses ,  all 
perform ance d a ta  w ere converted  to z -sco res  within e a c h  c la ss  
before any ana lyses  of the  da ta  were conducted.
The zero -o rder correla tions be tw een  self-efficacy s c o re s  and  
perform ance sco res  w ere  reported  by Pintrich (1989) a s  follows: 
exam s (n = 224) r  = .45, p < .01; labs (n = 75) r = .27, p < .05; papers  
(n = 110) r = .26, p < .01; and course  grade (n = 224) r  = .45, p = .01. 
Pintrich pointed out that the resu lts  w ere co n s is ten t  with results  
from other s tud ies  tha t had linked motivational com ponen ts  and 
performance m easures , and  he sugges ted  that the MSLQ provided a 
valid m easu re  of s tu d en ts ' motivational orientation. Pintrich did not 
offer any explanation regarding the variation in correlations 
be tw een  self-efficacy s c o re s  and  the different perform ance 
m easu res .  Though not directly related to the p roposed  study, it is 
interesting to note tha t the  results  of Pintrich's study su g g e s te d
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that self-efficacy w as  related to the  cognitive and  m etacognitive 
study s tra teg ies  that were included in his study.
Mone and Baker (1992^
This study sought to examine a  model of cognitive and 
affective an teced en ts  and  co n seq u en ces  of personal goals. 
Specifically, the investigators studied the relationships am ong  the 
following variables: self-efficacy and  aptitude a s  a n te c e d e n ts  of 
personal goals  and  academ ic  perform ance, goal-perform ance 
d iscrepancies , locus of causality and  stability d im ensions  of causa l 
attributions and  affective re sp o n ses  a s  c o n se q u e n c e s  of personal 
goals. Of specific relevance to the p resen t study w as the 
relationship be tw een  self-efficacy and  academ ic  perform ance.
Participants in Mone and Baker's study w ere s tuden ts  from a  
large w estern  university who were enrolled in an  introductory 
m anagem ent course. Participation w as voluntary and  the 
participants received  extra course  credit for their participation. 
Since the variables were a s s e s s e d  five times during the  sem es te r ,  
the num ber of participants varied for the five adm inistrations of the 
instruments. Prior to the first exam d a ta  w ere collected from 461 
s tudents  (273 men and  188 women) of a  total of 485 enrolled in the 
course. Following the  first exam, 421 s tuden ts  participated. 
Preceding the second  exam  410 participated. Following the second  
exam, 390 s tuden ts  participated and prior to the  final exam  380 
s tudents  participated. A control group was used  to a s s e s s  whether 
there  w as a  reactive effect of testing from the  pre-exam ination 
m e asu re s  and no significant differences (p = .05) were found. Taking 
into consideration the 153 students who were in the control group
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and incomplete or incorrectly com pleted surveys and a b se n c es ,  there  
w as usable  da ta  from 251 participants.
Academic self-efficacy w as m e asu re d  by asking the 
participants to rate their confidence on a  sca le  of 1 to 10 for 
earning each  of three grade levels (A, B, and C). The academ ic self- 
efficacy m easu re  was calculated by averaging the  confidence score  
ac ro ss  the  grade levels on the sca le . Interitem reliability w as 
a s s e s s e d  in a  pilot study using 50 volunteers from an introductory 
m anagem en t course. The C ronbach 's  a lpha  reliability coefficient for 
the scale was .87.
Academic performance w as m easu red  by the  g rades  for the 
midterm exam s and the final exam. T he  letter grade w as converted 
to a  5-point scale (A = 5.0 to F = 1.0). Each of the exam s was worth 
25% of the exam grade which comprised 75% of the course grade.
The other 25% of the course grade  included the  following: laboratory 
c a se  writeups assigned and graded by teaching assis tan ts  and  15 
extra credit points (3.25% of cou rse  g rade) from voluntary 
extracurricular activities like the  re s e a rc h  project being desc r ib ed  
here. The authors pointed out that all of the procedures in the study 
were approved by that college's hum an subjects  review committee.
The P earson  correlation coefficients betw een academ ic  self- 
efficacy and  academ ic  perform ance w e re  statistically significant 
for the three  performance trials (r = .30, .32 and .34 respectively, 
p <  .01 respectively). Hierarchical regress ion  equations were run to 
a s s e s s  the interactions between the variables. Mone and Baker found 
that g rade  self-efficacy predicted p ersona l goals  and personal goals  
predicted exam performance, but the direct effects of self-efficacy
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on performance after controlling for G.P.A. and personal goals was 
not significant in any  of the  th ree  trials. Performance, however, did 
predict academ ic  self-efficacy following the  first and second  
exams.
Lent. Lopez and Bieschke (1993)
In this study the  investigators exam ined the relations am ong 
several variables including: prior ach ievem ent, self-efficacy,
outcome expectations, and  prediction of s tu d en ts ’ choice of and 
perform ance in m athem atics-re la ted  college courses . Of re levance  
to the p resen t s tudy  w as  the relation betw een s tudents ' self- 
efficacy and their perform ance in the  college courses.
The participants included in the  study were 166 s tuden ts  (59 
males and 107 fem ales) who w ere enrolled In introductory 
psychology co u rses  at a  large midwestern university. The majority 
of the participants w ere white (85%) and  either freshmen or 
sophom ores (74%). The m ean age  of the participants was 19.58 
years with a  SD  = 1.90. The average  high school rank of the 
participants w as at the  78th percentile with a S D  = 15.31. The 
authors did not s ta te  w hether their participation was voluntary, but 
the s tuden ts  w ere  given credit for their participation in the  study.
M athem atics self-efficacy w as  m e asu red  with a  slightly 
revised version of Betz and  Hackett's  (1983) Mathematics Self- 
Efficacy-College C o u rses  Scale. The participants were asked  to rate 
on a  10-point sca le  confidence regarding their ability to com plete a  
variety of m athem atics-re la ted  college co u rses  with a  g rade  of 8  or 
better. Fifteen c o u rses  were listed on the  questionnaire and  the 
self-efficacy streng th  sco re  w as calculated  by summing individual
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course  ratings and  dividing by 15. Stronger self-efficacy w as 
reflected by higher sco res . The internal consis tency  for the  revised 
sca le  w as  coefficient a lpha  = .92, and  the  te s t- re te s t  reliability at 
two w eeks  w as r  = .94 both of which were reported from a  previous 
study (Lent et al., 1991). The d a ta  from this instrument were 
obtained at group testing sessions. The perform ance m easu re  used  
in the  study w as  s tu d e n ts ’ g rad es  in m athem atics-re la ted  cou rses .
The results  of this study indicated that m athem atics  course  
g ra d e s  a n d  m a th em atics  self-efficacy beliefs  w ere  significantly 
corre la ted  (r = .39, p  < .01). The results of the  study corroborated 
ear lie r  findings tha t indicated  m a th em atics  self-efficacy re la ted  
positively to college s tu d en ts '  perform ance in m athem atics  ta sk s  
(Siegel e t al., 1985). Of particular re levance to the  p roposed  study 
w as the high school rank of the participants. They were ranked in 
the  upper quartile and  would be considered  high-achieving s tuden ts  
a s  a re  the  participants in the proposed study. In the  Multon et al. 
(1991) m eta -ana lys is  reviewed earlier, ach ievem en t level w as a 
m oderating factor. It is interesting to note that the  correlation 
betw een  self-efficacy beliefs and  perform ance in this study (.39) is 
similar to the  one  calculated in the  m eta-analysis  (.33). In addition, 
in the  Multon et al., (1991) m eta-analysis  participant age  was 
an o th er  factor tha t m odera ted  the  relation be tw een  self-efficacy 
beliefs and  acad em ic  perform ance. Within the  normal-achieving 
range, the  college s tuden t sam ples  in the  m eta-analysis  w as  (.35) 
which is similar to this study 's  resu lts  (.39).
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Horn. Bruninq. Schraw. Curry and  Katkanant(1993)
The investigators in this study used  a  path model to explore 
academ ic  success .  They included the following m e asu re s  in their 
path model: self-efficacy, domain knowledge, genera l ability, 
different study approaches, and  a  sam ple of the  s tuden ts ' lecture 
no tes  to determine their relation to a  c lassroom  ach ievem ent 
m easure . Of particular re levance to the p resen t study w as the  
relation of self-efficacy to c lassroom  perform ance.
The participants included in the  study were 104 underg raduate  
s tuden ts  enrolled in an  entry-level cou rse  in hum an developm ent at a  
large midwestern university. The majority of the  s tu d en ts  w ere  
freshm en (39%) and sophom ores  (39%), and  the sam ple included 79 
fem ales  and  25 males. Participation w as  voluntary and participants 
received  extra course  credit.
Academic efficacy w as a s s e s s e d  using a  modified version of 
an  instrument developed by Shell, et al. (1989) which m easu red  
read ing  self-efficacy and  writing self-efficacy. This instrum ent 
w as described  in an  earlier section of this paper. Thirty-five of the 
original 51 items were used  for this study: 19 of the  27 reading 
efficacy items and  16 of the  writing efficacy items. The 
investigators in this study did not describe the  m ethod they u sed  to 
determ ine which items would be  u sed  for their academ ic  efficacy 
instrument. They did report the  a lpha  coefficient for their revised 
version a s  .94. The academ ic  efficacy questionnaire was 
adm inistered  within the  first two w eeks  of c lass .
An aggregate  test score  for each  s tudent w as used  a s  the 
academ ic  performance m easure  for this study. This m easu re  w as
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calculated by summing the  first three  exam s given during the  term. 
All th ree  of the  exam s w ere multiple-choice format with 
approximately 70-75 items on each  exam. The exam s were 
constructed  to m easu re  primarily recall or simple com prehension  of 
basic  factual information.
The zero  -order correlation between academ ic  efficacy and  
academ ic  perform ance in this study was .21, p  < .05. The results of 
the  path analysis revealed that although there  w as no significant 
direct effect be tw een efficacy and  perform ance, efficacy w as 
positively related to endo g en o u s  variables (selection and  u se  of 
study stra teg ies) that it did affect perform ance (e.g., organizational, 
R = .22, f (101) = 2.29, p < .05), and connecting strategies, R = .24, 
t (101) = 2.52, p  < .01. B ased  on the pattern of the results, the 
investigators su g g es te d  that ability and  self-efficacy might have  
com pensa ted  each  other. They proposed that ability provides the 
intellectual m ean s  to improve perform ance and  efficacy provides an 
additional self-regulatory com ponen t which en ab le s  lea rners  to 
purposefully se lec t  and ex ecu te  study stra teg ies .
Zimmerman and  Bandura (1994)
This study sought to evaluate, by the use  of path analysis, the 
following variab les  with regard  to their contribution to writing 
perform ance; verbal aptitude, self-regulatory efficacy for writing, 
self-efficacy for academ ic  achievem ent, g rade  goa ls  and  self- 
evaluative s tandards . Most relevant to the p resen t study w as the 
relation of the  two self-efficacy sca les  and academ ic  ach ievem en t 
a s  m easured  in Zimmerman and Bandura's study by course  g rades.
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The participants in this study were 95 freshm en s tuden ts  
enrolled in either an advanced  writing course  or a  regular writing 
course  at a  "highly selective" (Zimmerman & Bandura, 1994, p. 849) 
university. The studen ts  ranged from 17 to 20 years  old and their 
median a g e  was 18 years. There were 52 fem ales and 43 males in 
the  study, with 47 s tuden ts  attending a  regular writing course  and 
48 s tuden ts  attending an advanced  writing course. The majority of 
the  s tu d en ts  were White with approximately 25%  represen ta tion  of 
minorities in the sam ple.
Two self-efficacy sca les  were developed for this study. They 
w ere adm inistered in the cou rses  at the beginning of the  academ ic  
quarter. The first sca le  was developed to a s s e s s  the students ' 
beliefs abou t personal efficacy to regulate  writing activities. 
Twenty-five items w ere included in the  Writing Self-Regulatory 
Efficacy Scale, which the re sea rch ers  developed by analyzing the 
writing p rocess ,  consulting with faculty in the writing program, and  
using their acquired knowledge of the  self-regulation of motivation. 
Strength of efficacy w as m easured  by asking studen ts  to rate on a 
7-point sca le  their level of confidence that they could perform the 
designa ted  activities (1 being could not perform to 7 being could 
perform very well). The Cronbach reliability coefficient for the 
sca le  w as .91.
A second  sca le  was developed for this study to a s s e s s  self- 
efficacy for academ ic  achievem ent. The s tudents ' efficacy strength 
was m easu red  by asking them to rate on a  sca le  from 1 (high 
uncertainty) to 7 (high certainty) their belief tha t they could 
achieve each  of 12 academ ic grades  ranging from A to F including +
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and  - gradations. The C ronbach reliability coefficient for the sca le  
w as .87.
Writing course  g rades  w ere u sed  to m easu re  academ ic 
ach ievem ent. Four male instructors and  four fem ale instructors 
w ere  e ac h  asked  to include a  randomly se lec ted  c lass  in the study. 
The s tuden ts  enrolled in their c la s s e s  had not previously been  taught 
by the  instructors.
Following a re  correlations of variables  that a re  relevant to the 
p ro p o sed  study. Perceived self-regulatory efficacy for writing w as 
significantly re la ted  to pe rce ived  self-efficacy for academ ic  
a c h ie v e m e n t  (r = .36, p  < .001). Self-regulatory efficacy for writing 
did not significantly corre la te  with final g rad es .  Self-efficacy for 
a c a d e m ic  ach ievem ent, how ever, did corre la te  significantly with 
final g rad es  (r = .46, p  < .001).
Zimmerman and Bandura com pleted a  multivariate te s t  for the 
fit of their path analysis model and  no significant d ivergence w as 
revealed: chi-square (10) = 11.07, not significant (ns).
Nonsignificant causa l pa ths  w ere  de le ted  from their published 
model. In their model, perceived  self-regulatory efficacy for 
writing directly influenced perce ived  self-efficacy (P  = .41, 
p  < .05) and indirectly influenced academ ic  achievement. Writing 
g ra d e  ach ievem ent w as affected directly by perceived academ ic  
self-efficacy ( P =  .26, p <  .05), and the  combined direct and indirect 
e ffects  of academ ic  self-efficacy on final g rad es  were P  = .38, 
p  < .05.
T here  are  two a sp e c ts  of this study that a re  of particular 
re levance  to the proposed study. First, it w as reassuring to find
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that Bandura who had  originally em phasized  the importance of task- 
specific m e a su re s  when examining self-efficacy and  perform ance 
m easures , had com pleted a  field study with more global, agg rega te  
m easu res  of self-efficacy and  performance. Second, the  study 
sam ple included normal to high-achieving college-level s tuden ts ,  a  
sample similar to the one in the proposed  study, and even  with this 
restriction, the re s e a rc h e r s  found that self-efficacy co rre la ted  
significantly with p e rfo rm ance  m e asu re s .
Mone f1994t
In this study Mone investigated the  role of p ro cess  versus  
outcome self-efficacy in relation to personal g rade  goals  and  
academ ic perform ance and  also the difference in the static versus  
the dynamic nature  of th e se  relationships. This w as  the first study 
I found that differentiated th e se  two types of academ ic  self- 
efficacy. Mone described  outcom e self-efficacy a s  a  m easu re  of an 
individual's perception  of self-confidence for the a tta inm ent of ta sk  
perform ance levels, cou rse  g rades, in this study. P ro cess  self- 
efficacy w as described  a s  a  m easu re  of more specific academ ic  
ta sk s .
It ap p ea rs  that Mone reported on the sam e  sam ple  of 
participants a s  w as  u sed  in the Mone and Baker (1992) study 
reviewed earlier in this paper. Participants in the study were 
s tudents  from a  large w estern  university who w ere enrolled in an  
introductory m an ag em en t course . Participation w as voluntary and  
the participants rece ived  extra  co u rse  credit for their participation. 
As the variables w ere  a s s e s s e d  five times during the sem es te r ,  the 
number of participants varied for the  five adm inistrations of the
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instruments. Prior to the first exam  d a ta  were collected from 461 
students  (273 men and 188 women) of a  total of 485 enrolled In the 
course. Following the first exam, 421 s tuden ts  participated. 
Preceding the seco n d  exam 410 participated. Following the  s ec o n d  
exam, 390 s tuden ts  participated and  prior to the  final exam  380 
studen ts  participated. A control group w as u sed  to a s s e s s  w hether 
there  w as a  reactive effect of testing from the  pre-exam lnatlon 
m easu re s  and no significant differences (p = .05) were found. Taking 
Into consideration the 153 s tuden ts  who were In the control group. 
Incomplete or Incorrectly com pleted surveys and  ab se n c es ,  the re  
w as  usab le  d a ta  from 252 participants.
Outcom e (grade) self-efficacy w as m easu red  by asking the 
participants to rate their confidence on a  sca le  of 1 to 10 for 
earning each  of three  grade levels (A, B, and C). The academ ic  self- 
efficacy m easu re  w as calculated by averaging the confidence sco re  
ac ro ss  the g rade  levels on the scale . Interitem reliability w as  
a s s e s s e d  In a  pilot study using 50 volunteers from an Introductory 
m anagem en t course . The C ronbach 's  a lpha  reliability coefficient for 
the scale  was .87.
P rocess  (academic) self-efficacy w as m easu red  by W ood and 
Locke's (1987) ASE Instrument which w as reviewed earlier In this 
paper. Wood and Locke completed four validation studies on an 
Instrument that Initially Included sev en  su b sc a le s  with 29 Items. 
From th e se  s tudies  they derived an Instrument which Included 17 of 
the original 29 Items and six of the seven  original s u b sc a le s  that 
had  the  highest Interitem reliability, lowest s tandard  error an d  
g rea te s t  predictive validity for academ ic  perform ance. This
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instrument included the following su b sca le s :  C lass  Concentration, 
Memorization, Understanding, Explaining C oncep ts , Discriminating 
Concepts, and Note Taking.
For each  subsca le  the s tuden ts  were  a sk ed  first w hether they 
could perform the task  and then a sked  to rate their confidence for 
attaining success ive  performance levels of the ta sk  on a  sca le  of 1 
to 10. The example the authors gave  w as  one  for the subscale. 
Memorization. The participants were a sk ed  w hether they could 
m emorize the facts and concepts  p re sen ted  in the course  for four 
levels, 50%, 70%, 90%, and 100% of the facts and  concepts. The 
p ro c e ss  self-efficacy strength w as  the  a v e rag e  confidence 
re s p o n se s  ac ro ss  the  su b sca les  for different perform ance levels.
The sca le  reliabilities (Cronbach 's alpha) on the  academ ic  self- 
efficacy su b sc a le s  ranged  from .73 to .87, and  the overall reliability
for the  17-item scale  w as .82.
Academic performance w as m easu red  by actual g rad es  for the  
midterm exam inations and  the final examination. The letter g rade  
w as  converted to a  5-point scale.
Using P ea rso n 's  correlations for ou tcom e self-efficacy and 
acad em ic  perform ance revealed  that ou tcom e (grade) self-efficacy 
w as  significantly, positively related  to perfo rm ance  in all th ree  
perform ance  trials, r  = .31, .32, .34, p  < .01. The correlations for 
p ro c e ss  self-efficacy and  academ ic  perform ance  were a lso  
statistically significant but the coefficients w ere  w eaker  than
when the outcome self-efficacy m easu re  w as used  (r = .20, p < .01, r
= .12, p < .05, r = .19, p < .01).
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Mone then com pared  outcome (grade) versus p rocess  (academ ic 
subskills) self-efficacy m e a s u re s  in reg ress io n s  that included self- 
efficacy, personal grade  goals, and academ ic performance. He 
pointed out that each  dependen t variable w as reg ressed  on multiple 
a n tec e d en ts  but that his focus was on the differing effects of the 
two m e a su re s  of self-efficacy. With regard to academ ic  
perform ance and  change  in performance, Mone's results revealed  that 
ou tcom e self-efficacy significantly predicted perfo rm ance  in all 
periods, b e tas  = .15, .14, .17, p <  .05, but did not significantly 
predict change .
Mone. Baker and Jeffries (1995)
T he purpose  of this study w as to exam ine the relationships 
b e tw een  self-efficacy, se lf-esteem , personal goals, and  
perform ance over multiple perform ance trials. The re se a rc h e rs  a lso 
invest igated  the  t im e-dependency  effects  of self-efficacy, se lf­
e s teem , and personal goals  a s  they related to task  perform ance and 
feedback. In this study Mone and his colleagues proposed the 
following h y p o th ese s :
H ypothesis l a :  Self-efficacy will be  more highly predictive of 
personal goals  and  perform ance than will se lf-es teem  in Trial 
1 .
H ypothesis  1b: Over rep ea ted  trials, self-efficacy will remain 
a  stronger predictor of personal goals and perform ance, 
relative to se lf -e s teem .
Hypothesis 2a: Personal goals and performance will be  more 
highly predictive of self-efficacy than  se lf -e s teem  following 
Trial 1 perform ance.
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Hypothesis 2b; The greater ability of personal goals and 
perfo rm ance  to predict self-efficacy vs. s e lf -e s teem  will 
remain over re p ea ted  trials.
Hypothesis 3: Distal m easu res  of self-efficacy and self­
e s teem  will be tter predict personal goals  and  perform ance 
than proximal m easu res .
Hypothesis 4: Personal goals and  perform ance will have a  
g rea te r  positive relationship with proximal ra the r than  distal 
m e asu re s  of self-efficacy and self-esteem . (Mone, et al.,
1995, p. 718-719)
Participants in the  study included 215 s tu d en ts  (101 women, 
114 men) who w ere enrolled in an introductory m anagem en t course  
at a  w estern  university. Participation in the  s tudy w as voluntary 
and no mention w as m ade a s  to w hether or not participation earned  
extra co u rse  credit.
Academic self-efficacy w as m easu red  by the  G rade  Self- 
Efficacy sca le  which Mone (1994) found to be  a  more valid predictor 
of both grade goals and  exam performance than Wood and Locke's 
(1987) Academic Self-Efficacy scale . The  participants w ere  asked  
to rate on a  sca le  of 0 to 9 their self-confidence regarding the 
attainment of each  of four grade levels (A, high B, low B, and C) The 
self-efficacy m e asu re  w as the average  of th e se  four scores . The 
participants w ere divided into two groups. The distal m easurem en t 
group consis ted  of 132 of the participants and  they com pleted the 
Grade Self-Efficacy sca le  2 w eeks prior to each  of the th ree  course 
exam s. The proximal m easurem ent group consis ted  of 83 of the
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participants and  they com pleted the Grade Self-Efficacy sca le  2 
days prior to each  of the three course exams.
Academic performance was m easured  by the actual 
performance on each of the three exams. The raw exam score w as 
converted to a  9-point sca le  (A=9, A-=8, B+=6, 8=6, B-=5, C+=4, C=3, 
C-=2, D=1, F=0).
The re se a rc h e rs  initially constructed  s e p a ra te  correlation 
tab le s  of their hypothesized relationships for the  distal and 
proximal m easu res . They combined the two tab les  after they found 
a lm ost com ple te  ag reem en t with regard  to s tatistical significance 
and  direction of the coefficients between the  two groups.
The P ea rso n  product-moment correlations betw een the  th ree  
self-efficacy m easu res  and  the three academ ic  m e asu re s  w ere  a s  
follows: SE 1 and PERF 1, r =  .32, < .01, SE 2 and PER 2, r =  .24, < .01,
SE 3 and PERF 3, r =  .38, < .01).
The re sea rch ers  te s ted  their h y p o th eses  with hierarchical and 
m odera ted  regression analyses. The results  indicated that self- 
efficacy w as a  statistically significant p red ic to r of perform ance . 
Self-efficacy w as  significant at p  < .01 in e a c h  trial and accounted  
for 6% to 14% of the variance in perform ance. Of additional interest 
to the  proposed  study, w as indication from th e  results of this study 
that there  w ere  no statistical significant timing differences for the
m easu re m e n t  of self-efficacy with regard  to the prediction of
p e rfo rm an ce .
Mone and  his colleagues offered three  possible rea so n s  for the 
lack of significant timing differences. First they su g g e s te d  that 
self-efficacy in this group of participants w a s  relatively s tab le  and
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therefore offset any timing differences. They also su g g es ted  that 
although the distal m easu res  may have been  more motivational and  
more significantly predictive, that the  proximal m e a su re s  may also  
have been  accura te  in spite of the motivational impact of the 
m easu res .  And finally, it w as possib le that the timing differences 
in their study were not proximal and  distal enough to reveal 
significance particularly with regard  to postperform ance  m e a s u re s .
Self-Efficacy S tudies  in Medical Education 
The majority of the self-efficacy studies  found in the  medical 
education literature were related to health behavior efficacy. The 
investigators of th e se  s tud ies  w ere  primarily in te res ted  in 
physician perceived efficacy regarding their preventive ca re  and  
health promotion practices (Attarian, Fleming, Barron, & Strecher, 
1987; Becker & Janz , 1990; Glanz & Gilboy, 1992; Lewis, Clancy, 
Leake, & Schwartz, 1991; Mann & Putnam, 1989; Rosen, Logsdon, & 
Demak, 1984) or patient efficacy regarding health promotion 
practices: smoking cessation  (Brod & Hall, 1984; Cham bliss & 
Murray, 1979a; Coelho, 1984; Condiotte & Lichtenstein, 1981; 
DiClemente, 1981; Maddux & Rogers, 1983; McIntyre, Lichenstein, & 
Mermelstein, 1983; Nicki, Remington, & MacDonald, 1985; Prochaska, 
Crimi, Lapanski, Martel, & Reid, 1982; P rochaska  & DiClemente,
1984; Strecher, Becker, Kirscht, Eraker, & G raham -Tom asi, 1985;), 
weight control (Chambliss & Murray, 1979b; Jeffrey, et al., 1984;), 
and  exercise (Ewart, Taylor, R eese , & Debusk, 1984; Kaplan, Atkins,
& Reinsch, 1984). T eacher efficacy regarding teaching skills in 
ambulatory care  settings w as the focus of one study (Vanek, Snyder, 
Hull, & Hekelman, 1996) found in the medical education literature.
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Another study (Eachus,1993) reported on the developm ent of the 
Health Student Self-Efficacy sca le  designed  a s  a  diagnostic tool for 
monitoring the  academ ic  p rogress  of s tuden ts  enrolled in health- 
related courses . I found only two studies that focused  on medical 
s tu d en ts ' self-efficacy, and  neither of th e s e  re la ted  self-efficacy to 
academ ic  perform ance. A review of th e se  two stud ies  follows. 
Margolies. Wachtel and  Schmelkin (1986)
The purpose  of this study w as  to investigate w hether a 
relationship ex ists  be tw een  atti tudes  tow ards psychiatry  and 
s tu d en ts ' perceived  self-efficacy in psychosocial and  psychiatric 
a s s e s s m e n ts  tasks. The authors hypothesized that those  s tudents  
with negative attitudes toward psychiatry would a lso  have low 
sco re s  on the  perceived  self-efficacy in psychiatry sca le .
The participants were 167 entering first year medical 
s tuden ts  and 156 entering second  year medical s tuden ts  enrolled at 
New York University Medical School. About half of each  of the two 
g roups (81 and  78 respectively) participated in the study. The other 
half of each  group com pleted forms of the sam e  format but with 
items that were not used  in the  study. The instruments were 
adm inistered during the first w eek  of school. Participation w as 
voluntary with over 99% compliance.
The self-efficacy questionnaire  consis ted  of a  ten-item scale  
developed  through collaboration with the underg raduate  curriculum 
committee. The items were representa tive  of skills that were 
introduced and  practiced during the  first year medical behavioral 
science course  and the second year psychopathology course. The 
participants w ere ask ed  to rate  their level of confidence for each  of
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the ten items on a  six-point Likert type sca le  that ranged from 
"quite uncertain" to "certain." The questionnaire  consis ted  of 
parallel s ca le s  with one  sca le  asking s tu d en ts  to rate their 
confidence in their ability to perform the  ta sk s  a t the p resen t time 
and  the other scale  asking the s tuden ts  to ra te  their confidence in 
their ability to perform the ta sk s  a s  future physicians. The efficacy 
sco re  w as calculated by summing all the  items and dividing by the 
num ber of items. The alpha reliability coefficients for the two 
sca le s  were .88 and .85 respectively.
The psychiatry attitude questionnaire  consis ted  of 32 items 
with content relevant to four a reas :  d es ire  to work with psychiatric 
patien ts, ability of physicians to help psychiatric patients (outcome 
expectancy), the importance of the psychiatric specialty, and  the 
importance of the biopsychosocial approach  to medicine. Students 
responded  to each  s ta tem en t on a  six-point Likert type scale  that 
ranged  from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree."  Alpha 
reliability coefficients for the four s ca le s  w ere .74, .58, .60 and .64 
r e s p e c t iv e ly .
The au thors  utilized canonical an a ly se s  to exam ine 
correla tions am ong the  four attitude and  two self-efficacy 
variables. A sep a ra te  analysis w as run for each  c lass  year. No 
significant correlations were found am ong  the attitude and self- 
efficacy variables for the entering first y ea r  s tuden ts .  Two 
significant correlations were found be tw een  the  variable s e ts  for 
the  second  year s tuden ts  which overall accoun ted  for 47% of the 
variance  in the canonical variâtes. T he  first canonical correlation 
revea led  a  strong relationship be tw een  percep tions  of self-efficacy
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a s  a  future physician and a tti tudes  towards outcom e expecta tions , 
and to a  lesser  degree, a ttitudes towards the importance of a  
psychiatric specialty and  a  d e s ire  to work with psychiatric patients. 
The second  canonical correlation su g g es ted  a relationship be tw een  
current percep tions  of self-efficacy and  attitudes  tow ards  the 
importance of a  biopsychosocial model of illness.
In their discussion the re s ea rc h e rs  pointed out that the 
s tuden ts ' current s e n s e  of self-efficacy w as co n s is ten t with their 
educational level. The cu rren t self-efficacy sca led  ratings w ere 
higher for the second year c la s s  than for the first year c lass . This 
w as particularly true with reg a rd  to psychosocial a s s e s s m e n t  items 
and would be expected since the  second  year c lass  had com pleted a  
behavioral sc ience  course  during their first year  of medical school.
With regard to future efficacy, the ratings were only slightly 
higher for the second  year c la s s  than for the first year c lass . Both 
c la s se s  indicated a  higher level of confidence with regard  to their 
effectiveness a s  future physicians in a sse ss in g  and treating 
patients with psychosocial i s s u e s  than  they did with their current 
ability to a s s e s s  and  treat pa tien ts  with psychiatric problem s.
The re sea rch ers  a s s e r te d  tha t this latter finding indicated a  
deficiency in s tu d en ts ’ pe rcep tions  of their ability to acquire 
n ecessa ry  psychiatric skills. They argued that s tuden ts ' efficacy 
percepts , (taking into consideration  strength an d  accuracy  of the 
percepts) could influence in te re s ts  and  attitudes, behavioral 
choices, energy expenditure, an d  perform ance capabilities with 
regard to psychiatric skills. The authors  pointed out that self- 
efficacy is most influenced by personal and vicarious m astery
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experiences, and su g g es ted  teaching undergraduate  medical s tudents  
specific skills in psychiatry, rather than focusing solely on attitude 
developm ent.
Tresolini an d  Stritter (1994)
The purpose  of this study w as to investigate how the  s tudents  
at one medical school developed health-promotion patient education 
skills, and  how th o se  learning experiences  contributed to the 
s tuden ts ' self-efficacy regarding the education  of pa tien ts  about 
smoking cessa tion , nutrition, and  exercise.
The design of the study was a  case-study approach. The unit of 
analysis  for the study w as the predoctoral program of a  mid-sized 
public medical school at a  large sou theastern  university. The 
predoctoral program consis ted  of the traditional two y ears  of basic 
sc ien ce  curriculum followed by two years  of clinical rotations.
D ata w ere collected from studen t interviews, faculty 
interviews, and review of institution docum ents  and  records. The 
primary source  of d a ta  for the study were interviews with 28 
fourth-year medical s tu d en ts  that occurred during the last three 
months of the academ ic  year. The participants were randomly 
se lec ted  from the group of s tudents  entering primary ca re  
res idenc ies  which included family medicine, general internal 
medicine, pediatrics and  obstetrics/gynecology. The re sea rc h e rs  
ch o se  th e se  primary care  fields b ecau se  they felt those  s tuden ts  
would have  been  m ore likely to have had learning experiences  related 
to health promotion. The interviews w ere sem istructured  and  lasted 
from 45 to 100 minutes. At the time of their interviews, the
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s tuden ts  were also asked  to complete the  Self-Confidence in Patient 
Education for Health Promotion questionnaire.
The re sea rc h e rs  a lso  conducted  sem i-structured interviews 
with six faculty who w ere involved in health promotion-related 
program s and teaching. In addition, the resea rchers  reviewed the 
following docum ents: cou rse  and  curriculum guides, catalogs, 
schedu les ,  evaluation forms, sum m aries  of activities funded by 
academ ic  aw ards  in preventive medicine, and  articles that had been  
recom m ended  by the faculty interviewees. The medical school 
archival records  that Tresolini and  Stritter reviewed included: 
collections of d a ta  regarding s tuden t charac teris tics, specialty  
choice and  patterns of course  preference.
The sem istructured interview guide u sed  in the s tudent 
interviews w as reviewed by faculty in the college of medicine and  
the college of education, and it w as pilot-tested with medical 
s tudents. A sep a ra te  interview guide w as developed for each  of the 
faculty interviews b a se d  on the individual faculty m em ber's  role in 
teaching health promotion to medical s tudents. However, core 
topics w ere  included in each  of the faculty interview guides.
The Self-Confidence in Patient Education for Health Promotion 
(SPEHP) questionnaire w as developed b a se d  on a  health promotion 
instrument used  by Mullen and Holcomb (1990). Instrument validity 
is su e s  w ere a d d re ssed  by a  review of the literature regarding the 
evaluation of medical s tuden ts ' knowledge and  skills in patient 
education  for health promotion. Also the instrument w as reviewed 
by clinical medical faculty to a s s e s s  its compatibility with medical
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practice and by educational psychologists  to a s s e s s  its 
compatibility with self-efficacy theory .
Self-efficacy m agnitude and generality ac ro ss  dom ains w as 
a s s e s s e d  on the  questionnaire  with th ree  items of increasing levels 
of difficulty for each  of the  th ree  health promotion topics (smoking 
cessa tion , nutrition, and  exercise). Strength  of self-efficacy w as 
a s s e s s e d  by asking the s tuden ts  to rate their self-confidence for 
each  of the nine items on the  following 4-point scale;
1 = completely lacking in confidence, 2 = som ew hat lacking in self- 
confidence, 3 = som ewhat confident, and 4 = very confident. 
C ronbach 's  a lpha  coefficients for the  whole questionnaire and  for 
each  of the subsca les  ranged from .66 to .88. With regard to the 
self-efficacy data, the re sea rch e rs  com puted  m ean sco res  for each  
item, for each  domain, for the  entire questionnaire and  for each  
level of skill.
With regard to the qualitative data , the re sea rchers  used  an 
overall description of health-prom otion curriculum activities to 
help them understand  individual s tuden ts ' experiences. They used  
self-efficacy theory to help them  a s s e s s  what da ta  w ere relevant, 
to c rea te  categories  for the data, and  to find alternative 
ex p lan a tio n s .
Reliability and validity for the  study w as ad d re ssed  by the use  
of multiple d a ta  sources, a  clear and  accessib le  d a ta  set, feedback  
from co lleagues  and se lec ted  sub jec ts  regarding preliminary 
ana lyses , and  early and continuing attention to and  clarification of 
re se a rc h e r  bias.
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In analyzing th e  s tudents  experiences, the re sea rch ers  found 
the most obvious differentiating factor w as the  deg ree  of s tuden t 
interest in educating patients in health promotion. Upon closer 
examination of the  d a ta  from the "interested students,"  they found 
that a  key role w a s  played by clinical faculty role models who 
dem onstra ted  patient-education techn iques  to those  s tuden ts .  When 
Tressolini and Stritter (1994) sorted  the d a ta  using th e se  two 
factors, five e le m e n ts  w ere identified a s  the  distinct 
characteris tics  of various  patterns of experience ;
(a) deg ree  of s tudent interest in pursuing learning in health 
p rom o tio n ,
(b) beliefs a b o u t appropriate roles for physicians and  medical 
s tuden ts  in educating patients for health promotion,
(c) extent of opportunities taken to perform patient 
ed u ca t io n ,
(d) p re sen ce  or a b sen ce  of a  clinical instructor role model 
in patient education for health promotion, and
(e) d e g ree  of sophistication of pa tien t-educa tion  s tra teg ie s  
learned, (p. 251)
Using these  five criteria to analyze each  s tuden t 's  experiences  in 
each  of the th ree  health-promotion a reas ,  th ree  unique pa tte rns  
em erged  with e a c h  varying on two or more of the criteria.
Patterns O n e  and  Two were both characterized  by intensely 
interested, involved and  self-directed learners. The primary 
differentiating fac to r  be tw een  the  two p a tte rn s  w as  the opportunity 
to work with a  physician role model w hose  work em phasized  the
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im portance of health-promotion practices, and  those  opportunities 
ap peared  to occur purely by chance.
Pattern Three w as sharply con trasted  with Patterns O ne and  
Two. The s tuden ts  in Pattern Three lacked interest in one  or more of 
the a r e a s  of health-promotion or in health promotion in general, and  
they did not believe that patient education in health promotion w as 
the  responsibility of a  practicing physician.
Not surprisingly. Pattern One exper iences  were a sso c ia te d  
with the  s tro n g es t  self-efficacy pe rcep tions  in all a re a s ,  followed 
by Patterns Two and Three. In Pattern One the scores  a c ro ss  the 
th ree  difficulty levels were similar, but in Pa tte rns  Two and  T hree  
the s co re s  d e c re a se d  a s  the difficulty levels increased. "In general, 
s tu d en ts '  learning exper iences  w ere con s is ten t  with self-efficacy 
theory, with s tuden ts  having more com prehensive  and integrated 
s o u rc e s  of self-efficacy information having higher self-efficacy 
scores" (p. 253).
Sum m ary
The literature reviewed h as  at leas t the  following 
implications for the p resen t study:
(1) T here  is clearly a  closer relation betw een self-efficacy 
and perform ance at the level of individual tasks .
(2) The relation betw een self-efficacy and  academ ic  
perform ance may be m oderated by the amount of time 
during which self-efficacy beliefs and  perform ance 
m e asu re s  are addressed .
(3) Achievement level may m oderate  the  relation be tw een  
self-efficacy and  academ ic  perform ance  with s tronger
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relations occurring am ong lower achieving s tuden ts  than 
am ong normal-achieving studen ts .
(4) Age may m oderate  the relation betw een self-efficacy 
and  academ ic  perform ance within the normal-achieving 
range  with age  s trengthening that relationship.
(5) M easures  of self-efficacy often add  significant
unique variance beyond ability and achievem ent m easu re s  
in the prediction of academ ic  performance but a s  a  single 
predictor it is often not sufficient for the prediction of 
academ ic  performance.
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C hapter III 
Methodology
Design of the Study 
The p resen t study can best be described a s  one type of 
correlational study, the prediction study. According to Borg and  Gall 
(1989), educational re sea rch ers  perform m any prediction s tud ies  
with the purpose  of identifying variables that predict academ ic  and 
vocational su c c e ss .  Borg and Gall (1989) pointed out that prediction 
s tudies provide th ree  types of information: "the extent to which a  
criterion behavior pattern can  be predicted; d a ta  for theory building 
about possible de term inants  of the criterion behavior pattern; and  
ev idence  regarding the predictive validity of the  test or te s ts  that 
are  correlated with the criterion behavior pattern" (p. 583).
Prediction studies can  be differentiated b a sed  on which of 
th e se  th ree  types  of information the  re sea rch e r  is most in terested  
in obtaining. The present study w as designed  to obtain Information 
regarding the  ex ten t to which third-year medical s tuden ts ' written, 
oral and clinical sco res  on the Family Medicine Clerkship can  be 
p redicted from the pre-rotation self-efficacy sco res , the  p o s t ­
rotation self-efficacy sco res  and the self-efficacy gain sco res .
For prediction s tudies  and relationship s tudies, correlations 
a re  com puted for the criterion behavior and the  variables that are 
considered  to be  related to the criterion, which in the p resen t study 
would be the s tuden ts ' self-efficacy scores . Though it is not 
n ece ssa ry  to m easu re  the predictor variables before the criterion
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behavior occurs in relationship studies, it is nece ssa ry  to do so in 
p redic tion  s tud ie s .
Selection of the  Sam ple
Participants in the p resen t study w ere all Third-Year Family 
Medicine Clerkship s tuden ts  completing the required one-month 
clerkship during the  1996-1997 academ ic  year at a  southw est 
medical school. The sam ple size w as 103 participants, and  the m ean 
ag e  of the  participants w as 27 years (SD = 4.14). There were 68 
male partic ipants and  35 fem ale  participants. Fifty-six 
partic ipants w ere  enrolled in the  first six Family Medicine Clerkship 
rota tions (early group) and  47 participants were  enrolled in the last 
six rotations (late group).
D ata  Collection
Pre-ro ta tion  self-efficacy d a ta  w ere  co llected  from clerkship 
s tu d en ts  the first morning of each  scheduled  rotation. There  were 
12 four-week Family Medicine clerkship rotations schedu led  during 
the  1996-97 academ ic  year with an average  of eight s tuden ts  per 
rotation. The s tuden ts  were  required to pick up course  materials 
during the  w eek prior to the  beginning of each  rotation. The self- 
efficacy questionnaire  w as on e  of several forms the  s tuden ts  were 
required to com plete and turn in to the clerkship coordinator during 
the  orientation sem inar scheduled  the  first morning of each  rotation.
T he  s tu d en ts  com ple ted  a  post-rotation self-efficacy 
questionnaire  during the last week of each  rotation and  turned it in 
to the clerkship coordinator prior to taking the  oral examination at 
the  e n d  of the  rotation. The self-efficacy questionnaire  w as one  of 
severa l required items that were turned in to the  cou rse  coordinator
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at the end  of the rotation (e.g., logbook, audiotape recorder, course  
e v a lu a t io n s ) .
There were three sep a ra te  perform ance m e asu re s  that were 
co rre la ted  with the pre-rotation self-efficacy sco res ,  the p o s t ­
rotation self-efficacy sco res  and  the self-efficacy gain sco res .  The 
perform ance m easu res  ga thered  in the  final w eek of each  rotation 
included the following: oral examination scores , written
exam ination scores , and clinical scores .
In s t ru m e n ts
Self-Efficacy Q u estio n n a ire
B ec a u se  self-efficacy is conside red  task-specific , ra the r  than  
a  global trait that can  be m easu red  by an  omnibus test, instrum ents 
should be designed for each  specific domain of functioning under 
study (Bandura, 1982). To adequate ly  evalua te  self-efficacy, the 
evaluation instrument w as designed  to a s s e s s  in detail the  three  
d im ensions of self-efficacy: level, s trength  and  generality. Level of 
self-efficacy w as m easu red  by listing in order ta sk s  that vary in 
difficulty most commonly from less  to m ore difficult or com plex. 
Strength was m easured  by having individuals designa te  on a  sca le  
their deg ree  of confidence that they could perform each  task  on the 
ordered  list. Generality w as dem onstra ted  by the  pa tte rns  that w ere  
revealed  by the multidomain m easures .
The 26-item Family Medicine Clerkship Self-Efficacy 
Questionnaire was sugges ted  by an instrument used  by Tresolini and 
Stritter (1994). To ad d re ss  is sues  of validity, (a) a  review of the 
literature was conducted by a  group of family medicine physician 
faculty regarding knowledge and skills n e cessa ry  to perform
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successfully in a  family medicine clerkship, and  (b) the self- 
efficacy instrument was reviewed by a  family medicine physician 
faculty m em ber and  an instructional psychologist to de term ine  its 
congruence  with medical practice and  self-efficacy theory.
To a s s e s s  the  level and generality of self-efficacy 
perceptions, the  items on the questionnaire were listed in order of 
increasing difficulty a s  determ ined by a  group of five family 
medicine physician faculty. The faculty were asked  to rate the  level 
of difficulty for the  12 domains a s  well a s  the items o rdered  within 
each  domain. The difficulty level for each  domain a s  well a s  that 
for each  of the  items ordered within each  domain w as determ ined by 
averaging the  level of difficulty ratings of five Family Medicine 
physician faculty. Level of self-efficacy sco res  w as de term ined  by 
the num ber of items out of 26 that the participants an sw ered  with a 
confidence rating above 1. S treng th  of self-efficacy p e rcep tio n s  
was m easured  by asking the students to rate their deg ree  of 
confidence for each  of the 26 items on a  6-point sca le  which will 
range from 1 = none to 6 = much. Strength scores  were calculated by 
summing the ratings for each  of the items. Only the strength of 
efficacy sco res  were analyzed b e cau se  of the ceiling effect for the 
level sco res  and  the multidomain m easures . A copy of the self- 
efficacy instrument can  be found in Appendix A.
The reliability of the  self-efficacy questionnaire  w as 
m easu red  by a s se s s in g  the internal consistency of the  instrument 
using the Cronbach 's  alpha index. The Cronbach's alpha for the p re­
rotation administration of the instrument w as .93, and  the
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C ronbach 's  a lpha  for the post-rotation administration of the 
instrum ent w as  .92.
Written Exam ination
The Family Medicine Third Year Clerkship written examination 
is a  criterion referenced exam that w as developed in 1989, by two 
family medicine physician faculty. O ne of the faculty w as a  national 
board  exam  item writer at the time the written exam  w as first 
developed. The other faculty has since becom e a  national board exam 
item writer, and  he has  been the individual responsible for updating 
and modifying the exam based  on annual item ana lyses  and student 
evaluation of the  exam.
The written examination was designed  to a s s e s s  the students ' 
fund of knowledge of the core topics in Family Medicine. The 183 
multiple choice and  true/false items included in the  written 
exam ination were developed from 126 learning objectives grouped 
within 27 clinical core topics (domains). The core  topics and 
learning objectives were developed from reviews of severa l national 
ambulatory care  surveys by the two family medicine physician 
faculty who developed the written exam. The course  learning 
objectives were included in the course  guide which the s tuden ts  
received the week prior to the start of each  Family Medicine 
c lerksh ip  rotation.
The item formats included: single items, multiple item sets , 
and c a s e  clusters. The single items were designed  to test basic fund 
of know ledge of clinical diagnosis and  trea tm ent p lans (multiple- 
choice  format). The multiple item se ts  described  single patient- 
c en te red  vignettes with each  question linked to the  initial patient-
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cen tered  vignette, but each  question testing a  different point. T h ese  
items were designed  to be answ ered  independent of each  other 
(multiple-choice format and  true/fa lse  format). The c a s e  c lusters  
included a  single-patient or fam ily-centered vignette in which 
information might be added  a s  the  c a s e  unfolds (multiple-choice and  
true/false format). Sam ples  for e a c h  of th e se  types of questions 
can be found in Appendix B.
The written exam has  been  reviewed and updated annually 
using an item analysis. Bearing in mind the limitations with the use  
of coefficients of internal consis tency  d es ig n ed  for norm- 
re fe renced  te s t s  (NRTs) with crite rion-referenced te s ts  (CRTs), 
using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR20) the coefficient a lpha  
for the  1995-96 written exam  w as  .63.
Oral Examination
The oral examination w as developed  to simulate the p rocess  of 
hypothesis  generation, focused d a ta  gathering, and evaluation of 
clinical d a ta  that occurs during the  rotation while s tuden ts  work 
with p recep to rs  in primarily am bulatory  but a lso hospital se tt ings 
(Schwiebert & Davis, 1993). The  oral examination and the written 
examination were developed from the  sa m e  126 objectives grouped 
within 27 clinical domains.
The 30-minute examination consis ted  of questions based  on 
two written patient-centered c a se s .  The questions  for each  c a s e  
were of two types: da ta  generating and d a ta  interpretation. The 
d a ta  generating questions were b a se d  on a  chief complaint with 
minimal clinical d a ta  and required s tuden ts  to genera te  a  
differential d iagnosis  or an  evaluation s trategy. The following is an
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example: A 43-year old-white m ale p re sen ts  with a  two-week
history of lower back pain. Give th ree  or four likely conditions you 
are  considering in his differential d iagnosis. With each  condition 
indicate additional findings (history, exam ination) that, if p re sen t ,  
would m ake that diagnosis likely. Additional clinical d a ta  w ere  then 
given to the student to sh ap e  the  s tuden t 's  re sp o n se  and help the 
student to differentiate the diagnosis. The s tudent w as a sk e d  a  d a ta  
interpretation question such a s :  Given this additional information,
indicate and  defend your differential diagnosis.
B ecause  of the number of s tuden ts  in the clerkship e ac h  month, 
the s tuden ts  were divided into two groups for the oral examination, 
and  there were two different oral exam  sess ions . Two s e ts  of 
patient c a s e s  were used, with a  different s e t  for each  exam  
se s s io n .
Each student w as asked  to arrive 20 minutes before his or her 
scheduled  examination time to review the  two c a s e s  to b e  u sed  
during the oral examination. During this 20 minutes, the  s tuden ts  
w ere allowed to write notes  that they could refer to during the 
exmination, but they could not u se  any reference materials to 
g enera te  their notes. To attem pt to minimize sharing of information 
regarding the exam  between the  two groups, a  different s e t  of c a s e s  
w as used for each  of the two groups.
Each exam  session  had th ree  exam iners  from the D epartm ent of 
Family Medicine present: the  clerkship director, a  full-time 
physician faculty member, and  a  third-year resident. Prior to each  
of the two exam sess ions , the  th ree  exam iners  met to review the 
c a se s  and review the re sp o n ses  to each  question that w as su g g es ted
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on the score  shee t (unlisted but reasonable  re sp o n se s  received 
credit also). Points were given based  on "appropria teness of student 
re sp o n ses ,  the am ount of prompting a  s tuden t required, a ttem pts to 
cover gaps  in knowledge with false information, and  the s tudent 's  
ability to respond succinctly" (Schwiebert & Davis, 1993, p. 183).
The following is a  description of the p ro cess  that w as used  for 
determining each  s tudent 's  score on the oral examination.
The maximum score for the examination is 100 points; 
these  points are  allocated in advance  b ased  on the number of 
sugges ted  re sp o n ses  for each  question and the difficulty of 
each  question (determined from a standard ized  index of 
question types developed by the departm ent of family 
medicine). After listening to the  s tuden t’s  re sp o n se  to each  
question and before examining the next student, each  exam iner 
independently en ters  the proportion of the maximum 
achievable points he or she  feels the student has  earned. Each 
s tudent 's  raw score  is calculated by combining the  three 
evaluators ' sco res  and dividing by 300.
Two calculations are involved in arriving at the 
s tudent 's  adjusted score (the final oral examination grade). 
Examiners who were present at both examination sess io n s  
agree  on a  student in each group who has  performed 
comparably, and the difference in raw sco res  betw een those  
two students  are  added to the raw sco res  of all s tuden ts  in 
the group of the student who has  the lower raw score.
Examiners next have to agree  on the grade  (%) they feel the 
overall top performer has  earned ; the  difference betw een this
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and the student's raw score is added  to each student 's  score 
to arrive at the final adjusted score. (Schwiebert & Davis, 
1993, p. 183)
As reported by Schwiebert and  Davis (1993), inter-rater 
reliability for this method of scoring the  oral examination w as 
m easured  using Cronbach's alpha. The Cronbach alpha w as 0.875.
The chi-square  test of homogeneity w as  nonsignificant (P=.159, 
d f  =20). An example of an oral exam  question and evaluation format 
can  be found in Appendix B.
Clinical S co re
Each s tudent 's  clinical score w as  determ ined by that s tudent 's  
a ss ig n ed  clerkship preceptors. The evaluation instrument used  by 
the preceptors was b ased  on one developed by the d ean 's  office to be 
u sed  for clerkships and clinical electives, and  it w as  modified by 
the  clerkship director. A copy of this evaluation instrument can be 
found in Appendix C.
Data Analyses
The self-efficacy sco res  and the  academ ic  perform ance scores  
a re  continuous scores, therefore, the  P earson  Product Moment 
Correlation statistic w as  perform ed to corre la te  the  pre-rotation 
efficacy sco res  with each  of the academ ic  perform ance scores , the 
post-rotation efficacy sco re s  with e ac h  of the  academ ic  
perform ance scores, and the efficacy gain sco res  with each  of the 
academ ic  perform ance scores.
A t-test w as performed to com pare  the  self-efficacy sco res  
(pre-rotation, post-rotation, and gain scores)  of the  s tuden ts  
enrolled in the Family Medicine Clerkship during the first six months
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of the academ ic year (early group) with those  s tudents  enrolled in 
the  last six months (late group).
A t-test w as perform ed to com pare  the self-efficacy sco res  
(pre-rotation, post-rotation, an d  gain self-efficacy sco res)  of the 
m ale s tuden ts  with those  of the  female students.
A t-test w as performed to com pare  the academ ic  perform ance 
sco res  (oral exam sco res ,  written exam  scores , clinical sco res)  of 
the  male s tuden ts  with those  of the fem ales students.
A principal com ponen ts  solution with Varimax orthogonal 
rotation w as performed to determ ine the  num ber of uncorrelated 
pre-rotation factors and  post-rotation factors in the Third Year 
Clerkship Self-Efficacy Q uestionnaire . O nce  th e se  factors were 
determ ined, the  pre-rotation factor s co re s  and  the post-rotation 
factor sco res  were then correlated with each  of the three  
perform ance m e asu re s  to s e e  if any of the factors significantly 
correlated with any of the perform ance m easures . In addition a  t- 
te s t  w as u sed  to com pare  the  pre-rotation factor sco res  of the 
m ales  and fem ales a s  well a s  the post-rotation factor s co re s  of the 
m ales and females.
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C hapter IV 
R e su l ts
Reliability of Self-Efficacy Q u e s tio n n a ire  
The reliability of the  self-efficacy q u es t io n n a ire  w as 
m easured  by using the  Cronbach 's alpha index to a s s e s s  the internal 
consistency of the instrument for each  of the  administrations. The 
coefficient a lpha  for the  self-efficacy q u es tionna ire  a t the first 
administration w as  .9270. The coefficient a lpha  for the  self- 
efficacy questionnaire  at the seco n d  administration w as .9229.
D escrip tive  S ta t is t ic s  
The m ean s  and standard  deviations for the pre- and  pos t­
rotation self-efficacy s co re s  and the th ree  perform ance  m e asu re s  
are presented  in Table 1.
Table 1
Mean and SDs for Self-Efficacv and Perform ance M easures
Means SDs
P r e s c r 8 0 .0 5 19 .76
P o s t s c r 1 0 9 .5 6 18 .74
Oral 8 6 .4 0 6 .1 9
W rit te n 8 7 .2 3 4 .63
C lin ica l 9 2 .4 8 3 .17
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Correlation of Self-Efficacy S co re s  with Academic Perform ance  
S c o re s
The P earson  Product Moment Correlation statistic w as  
perform ed to correlate  the  pre-rotation efficacy sco res  with e ac h  of 
the  academ ic  perform ance sco res , the  post-rotation efficacy s co re s  
with each  of the academ ic  perform ance sco res , and the efficacy gain 
sco res  with each  of the academ ic  perform ance scores. T hese  
correlations a re  p resen ted  in Table 2.
Table 2
Correlation of Self-Efficacy S c o re s  with Academic Perform ance 
S c o re s
p r e s c r p o s t s c r g a in s c r o ra l w r i t t e n c l in ic a l
p r e s c r 1.00
p o s t s c r 0 .65 1.00
g a in s c r -0 .4 7 0 .36 1.00
o ra l 0.22 0 .16 - 0 .0 9 1.00
w r i t t e n 0 .16 -0 .0 4 - 0 .2 5 0 .29 1.00
c l in ic a l 0 .17 0 .24 0 .0 7 0 .24 0 .17 1.00
The results  revealed  the  pre-rotation self-efficacy s c o re s  and  
the oral exam  sco res  were  very m oderately  though significantly 
correlated (r = .22, p  < .05). There w as a  very moderate, though 
statistically  significant, corre la tion  b e tw een  the  post-ro ta tion  
self-efficacy sco res  and  the clinical s co re s  (r = .24, p  < .02), and  a  
m odera te ,  though statistically significant, negative correlation 
between the gain sco res  and the written exam  scores  { r = -0.25,
p  < .02).
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Comparison of Self-Efficacy Scores  of Early Group and Late Group 
Two-tail t- tes ts  w ere  perform ed to com pare  the self-efficacy 
sco res  (pre-rotation, post-rotation, and gain scores) of the  s tu d en ts  
enrolled in the Family Medicine Clerkship during the first six m onths 
of the academ ic year (early group) with those  s tudents  enrolled in 
the last six months (late group). A t-test assum ing equal variances  
a s  well a s  a  t-test assum ing  unequal variances were performed for 
the three com parisons. The results revealed a  significant difference 
(p < .01) between the  pre-rotation self-efficacy sco res  of the  two 
groups and it w as significant when assum ing equal variances a s  well 
a s  unequal variances. The results of the t-test assum ing equal 
variances is p resen ted  in Table 3 and the results of the t-test 
assuming unequal variances is presen ted  in Table 4.
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Table 3
T-test Assuming Equal Variances of Pre-Rotation Self-Efficacv
Scores of Early Group and Late Group
Early Group Late Group
Mean 7 3 .1 7 9 8 8 .2 3 4
V ariance 4 1 1 .4 9 5 2 4 7 .8 3 5
O b se rv a tio n s 56 4 7
Pooled Variance 3 3 6 .9 5 7
Hypothesized Mean 
D iffe ren ce
0
df 101
t - 4 .1 4 6
P(T<=t) two-tail 0 .0 0 0 0 7
t Critical two-tail 1 .984
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Table 4
T-test Assuming Unequal Variances of Pre-Rotation Self-Efficacy
Scores of Early Group and Late Group
Early Group Late Group
Mean 7 3 .1 7 9 8 8 .2 3 4
V a r ia n ce 4 1 1 .4 9 5 2 4 7 .8 3 5
O b se rv a t io n s 5 6 4 7
Pooled  Variance 2 5 4 .7 1 0
d f 1 0 0 .4 2 6
t - 4 .2 3 8
P(T<=t) two tail 0 .0 0 0 0 5
t Critical two-tail 1 .984
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The results also revealed a  significant difference (p < .01) 
be tw een  the post-rotation self-efficacy sco res  of the two groups, 
and it w as  significant when assum ing  equal variances a s  well a s  
unequal variances. The results of the t-test assum ing equal 
variances is p resen ted  in Table 5 and the results of the t-test 
assum ing unequal variances is p resen ted  in Table 6 .
Table 5
T-test Assuming Equal V ariances of Post-Rotation Self-Efficacy 
Scores of Early Group and  Late Group
Early Group Late Group
Mean 1 0 4 .625 1 1 5 .4 4 6
V ariance 4 1 8 .6 7 5 2 1 3 .1 2 2
O b se rv a tio n s 5 6 4 7





t - 3 .0 3 4
P(T<=t) two-tail 0 .003
t Critical two-tail 1 .984
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Table 6
T-test Assuming Unequal Variances of Post-Rotation Self-Efficacy
Scores of Early Group and Late Group
Early Group Late Group
Mean 1 0 4 .625 1 1 5 .4 4 7
V ariance 4 1 8 .6 7 5 2 1 3 .1 2 2
O b se rv a tio n s 5 6 4 7
Pooled Variance 2 5 4 .7 1 0
df 9 8 .5 8 7
t -3 .1 2 3
P(T<=t) two tail 0.002
t Critical two-tail 1 .984
No difference w as found between the self-efficacy gain sco res  
of the two groups.
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Comparison of Self-Efficacy S co res  of Male and Female Students 
Two-tail t- tes ts  w ere  perform ed to com pare  the  self-efficacy 
sco re s  (pre-rotation, post-rotation, an d  gain scores) of the male 
s tuden ts  with th o se  of the female s tuden ts . A-test assum ing equal 
variances  a s  well a s  a  t-test a ssum ing  unequal variances were 
performed for the three com parisons. There w as no between the 
m ales and fem ales on any of the th ree  self-efficacy m easures . The 
m e an s  and s tandard  deviations for the  male and female students ' 
pre- and  post-rotation self-efficacy s co re s  a re  p resen ted  in Table 7.
Table 7
M eans and  SDs for Males' and Fem ales ' Self-Efficacv Scores
Mean SD
Males' P rescr 82.51 19 .72
F em ales ' P rescr 7 5 .2 6 19 .22
Males' P os tscr 1 1 1 .5 4 18 .38
Fem ales ' P os tscr 105.71 19.11
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Comparison of Academic Performance Scores of Male and Female
S tu d e n ts
Two-tail t- tes ts  w ere  perform ed to com pare  the  perform ance  
sco res  (oral sco res , written s co re s  and  clinical scores) of the  male 
s tuden ts  with th o se  of the  female s tuden ts . A-test a ssum ing  equal 
va riances  a s  well a s  a  t-test assum ing  unequal variances  w ere 
performed for the three  com parisons. There w as no betw een the 
m ales and  fem ales on any of the three  academ ic perform ance 
m easu res . The m eans  and  s tandard  deviations for the male and 
fem ale s tuden ts ' perform ance m e asu re s  are  p resen ted  in Table 8 .
Table 8
M eans and SDs for Males’ and Fem ales ' Performance M easures
Means SDs
Males' Oral 8 5 .8 4 5 .5 7
Fem ales ' Oral 87.51 7 .2 0
M ales' Written 8 7 .1 8 4 .7 2
F em a le s '  Written 8 7 .3 4 4 .5 2
M ales' Clinical 92 .6 5 3 .2 8
F em a le s '  Clinical 9 2 .1 4 2 .9 6
KMO and  Bartlett's Test 
The result of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin m easu re  of sampling 
ad eq u acy  te s t  (an index for comparing the m agnitudes of the 
o b se rv ed  correlations coefficients to the m agnitudes of the  partial 
corre la tions  coefficients) w as  high for the  pre-rotation efficacy
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re sp o n ses  (.858) and also for the  post-rotation efficacy re sp o n se s  
(.876).
The value of the test for sphericity (based  on a  chi-square  
transformation of the determ inant of the correlation matrix) w as 
high for the pre- and  post-rotation efficacy d a ta  (Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity = 1629.096 and 1670.743 respectively). The asso c ia ted  
significance level w as small (Significance = .000) for both the  p re ­
rotation a s  well a s  the post-rotation efficacy d a ta  the re fo re  the 
null hypothesis that there  were no correlations am ong the  items on 
the self-efficacy questionnaire  w as  re jected  and  a  principal 
com ponen ts  analysis  with Varimax orthogonal rotation w as 
perfo rm ed .
Principal C om ponents  Analysis
The principal com ponents  solution with Varimax orthogonal 
rotation re ta ined six uncorrela ted  pre-rotation fac to rs  for the  Third 
Year Clerkship Self-Efficacy Questionnaire. T h ese  a re  p re sen ted  
here:
Factor 1
1 ) perform a  lung exam
2 ) perform an abdominal exam
3) perform an ears, nose, and throat (ENT) exam
4) perform a  cardiovascular exam.
Factor 2
1 ) evaluate and m anage  patients being s e e n  in followup for 
chronic problems
2 ) counsel patients on the  modification of lifestyle risk 
factors
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3) develop a  differential diagnosis for a  common problem
4) evalua te  or a s s e s s  geriatric pa tien ts
5) perform a  focused history and physical exam
Factor 3
1 ) perform a  pap  sm ear
2 ) perform a  pelvic exam
3) perform a  saline KOH vaginal preparation.
Factor 4
1 ) perform an anoscopy or sigmoidoscopy
2 ) perform cerum en removal
3) perform cryosurgery
4) perform typm anom etry
Factor 5
1 ) interpret an ECG
2 ) interpret a  urinalysis
3) perform suturing
4) perform an  injection
Factor 6
1 ) obtain a  three-genera tion  genogram
2 ) perform a  musculoskeletal exam
Refer to Table 9 in Appendix D for the rotated com ponent matrix for 
the pre-rotation self-efficacy factors. R efer to Table 10 in 
Appendix D for the  pre-rotation self-efficacy factors in table  form.
The principal com ponents  solution with Varimax orthogonal
rotation re ta ined  five uncorre la ted  post-rotation factors for the 
Third Year Clerkship Self-Efficacy Questionnaire . T hese  are 
p resen ted  here:
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Factor 1
1 ) perform an abdominal exam
2 ) perform a cardiovascular exam
3) develop a  differential d iagnosis  for a  common problem
4) perform an ears, nose, and throat exam (ENT)
5) perform a  focused history and physical (H&P) exam
6 ) perform a  lung exam
7) perform a history of p resen t illness (HPI) in a  patient 
presenting with a  com m on problem.
Factor 2
1 ) perform a  saline KOH vaginal preparation
2 ) perform a pap sm ear
3) perform a pelvic exam
Factor 3
1 ) perform cerum en removal
2 ) perform cryosurgery
3) interpret an ECG;
4) perform an injection
5) perform suturing
Factor 4
1 ) obtain a  three-genera tion  genogram ;
2 ) counse l patients on modification of lifestyle risk factors
3) a s s e s s  long-and short-term  risks to a  patient's  health 
Factor 5
1 ) perform an anoscopy  or sigmoidoscopy
2 ) evaluate and m anage  patients being seen  in followup for 
chronic problems
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3) eva lua te  or a s s e s s  geriatric pa tien ts  
Refer to Table 11 in Appendix D for the rotated com ponent 
matrix for the  post-rotation self-efficacy factors. Refer to Table 
12 in Appendix D for the post-rotation self-efficacy factors in table 
form .
Correlation of Pre-rotation Factor S co re s  with Perform ance S co res  
The P ea rso n  Product Moment Correlation statistic w as 
perform ed  to co rre la te  the  pre-rotation self-efficacy factors  with 
each  of the academ ic  perform ance sco res  T h e se  correlations are 
p resen ted  in Table 13.
Table 13
Correlation of Pre-rota tion Self-Efficacy Factor S c o re s  with 
Perform ance  S co re s
1 2 3 4 5 6 C lin ica l
1 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .189
2 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .097
3 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .070
4 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000
5 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .029
6 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 - .0 3 5
C lin ica l .189 .097 .070 .000 .0 2 9 - .0 3 5 1.000
Oral .122 .070 .059 .076 .118 .129 .244
W ri t te n - .0 0 8 .102 .209* - .1 3 4 .2 6 6 * * - .1 3 0 .166
N o te . *p_< .05. **p_< .01.
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The results indicated the  pre-rotation self-efficacy Factor 3 
and  the written exam  sco res  were significantly correla ted  { r  = .21 , 
p  < .05). In addition the pre-rotation self-efficacy Factor 5 and the 
written exam  were significantly corre la ted  (r = .27, p  < .01). 
Correlation of Post-R otation  Self-Efficacy Fac to r S c o re s  with
Perform ance  S co re s  
The P earson  Product Moment Correlation statistic was 
perform ed to co rre la te  the  post-rota tion self-efficacy factors  with 
each  of the academ ic  performance sco res  T h ese  correlations are  
presen ted  in Table 14.
Table 14
Correlation of Post-Rotation Self-Efficacy Fac to r S c o re s  with 
Perform ance S co res
C lin ic O ral W rit 1 2 3 4 5
Clin 1.000 .2 4 4 .166 .134 - .0 4 0 .133 .2 8 6 * * .087
Oral .244 1.000 .287 .058 .182 .0 8 7 - .0 5 0 .028
W rit .166 .287 1.000 -.020 .114 - .0 3 9 - .2 3 8 * .021
1 .134 .058 -.020 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
2 - .0 4 0 .182 .114 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000
3 .133 .0 8 7 - .0 3 9 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
4 .286 - .0 5 0 - .2 3 8 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
5 .087 .028 .021 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
N ote . *p_< .05. **p_< .01.
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The results  indicated the  post-rotation self-efficacy Factor 4 
and the clinical sco res  were correlated (r = .29, p  < .01). In addition 
the  post-rotation self-efficacy Factor 4 and  the written exam  were 
negatively correla ted  (r = -.24, p  < .05).
Comparison of Pre-Rotation Factors Scores  of Male and Female
S tu d e n ts
Two-tail t- tests  were perform ed comparing each  of the  six 
self-efficacy pre-rotation factor s co re s  of the  male s tu d en ts  with 
those  of the  female students. A-test assum ing equal variances a s  
well a s  a  t-test assum ing  unequal variances  were performed for all 
six comparisons, and there w as  no difference between the m ales and  
fem ales  on any of the  six pre-rotation self-efficacy factor sco res .
Comparison of Post-Rotation Factors Scores  of Male and Female
Student?
Two-tail t- tests  were perform ed comparing each  of the  five 
self-efficacy post-rotation factor s c o re s  of the  male s tu d en ts  with 
those  of the  female students. A-test assum ing equal variances a s  
well a s  a  t-test assum ing unequal variances  were performed for all 
five com parisons, and  no difference w as  found betw een the males 
and fem ales  on any of the five post-rotation self-efficacy factor 




The primary purpose  of this study w as to determ ine w hether 
there w as  a  relationship betw een the medical s tuden ts ' perce ived  
self-efficacy on des ig n a ted  skills and  their academ ic  ach ievem en t 
in a  third-year family medicine clerkship. As reported in the 
results, m odera te  correlations were found betw een the self- 
efficacy m easu re s  and som e of the perform ance variables. The 
results of the s tudy revealed  m odera te  correlations betw een  the  
pre-rotation self-efficacy sco re s  and  the oral exam  sco res  (r = .22, 
p < .05), the post-rotation self-efficacy sco re s  and  the  clinical 
scores  ( r=  .24, p  < .05), and  a  negative correlation between the gain 
scores  and  the written exam  ( r=  -0,25, p  < .02). T hese  results are  
similar to som e of the  correlations reported in the  literature review 
for s tud ies  using c lassroom -rela ted  perform ance m easu re s  (Wood & 
Locke, 1987; Horn, Bruning, Schraw & Curry, 1993; Mone, 1994;) 
though lower than others (Pintrich, 1989; Mone & Baker, 1992; Lent, 
Lopez & Bieschke, 1993; Zimmerman & Bandura, 1994)
The relationship of self-efficacy and  academ ic  perfo rm ance  
may very well have  been  m oderated by the level at which they were 
m easured . Self-efficacy w as  m easu red  at a  task  perform ance level, 
w hereas  academ ic  perform ance w as m easured  at a  more complex, 
multiple ta sk s  level in this study. This w as reflected in the  results  
reported by Mone (1994) a s  well. In his study a  stronger 
relationship w as  found be tw een  outcom e self-efficacy (confidence 
regarding the g rade  one would earn in the course) and course
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perform ance  m easu re s  than w as found betw een p ro cess  self- 
efficacy (specific tasks) and  the course  perform ance m easures .
The am ount of time that e lapsed  during which the self- 
efficacy beliefs and  perform ance m easu res  w ere a s s e s s e d  may also 
have influenced the results. Bandura (1986) recom m ended  that the 
efficacy instrum ent be adm inistered shortly before  perform ance is 
to b e  a s s e s s e d .  It is interesting to note, however, that the 
d ifference in time be tw een  the two adm inistrations of the  efficacy 
instrument in this study, four w eeks prior to and  one  to two days 
prior to the a s se s sm e n t  of performance, d o es  not ap p ea r  to have had 
a  strong influence on the correlations. The correlations be tw een the 
post-rotation self-efficacy sco res  and  the perfo rm ance  s c o re s  w ere 
not significantly higher than w ere the  correlations be tw een  the p re ­
rotation self-efficacy sco res  and  the  perform ance sco res .
I believe the s trongest influence on the relationship betw een 
self-efficacy and  academ ic  perform ance in this study w as the high 
ability level of the  participants. The homogeneity of the group very 
likely restricted  not only the range  of the self-efficacy sco re s  but 
the perform ance sco res  a s  well thus w eakening the  correlation 
be tw een  the two. P e rh ap s  Bandura 's  self-efficacy construct is not 
predictive beyond a  certain com bined ability and  efficacy level.
T he fact tha t the  pre-rotation self-efficacy s c o re s  corre la ted  
significantly with the oral exam  sco res  but not significantly with 
the  clinical sco res ,  and  the post-rotation self-efficacy s co re s  
corre la ted  significantly with the  clinical s c o re s  but not with the 
oral exam  sco res  is puzzling. The only explanation I can offer for 
the  negative correlation betw een the self-efficacy gain sco res  and
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the written exam  sco res  is that it may reflect a  ceiling effect with 
regard to the  better s tuden ts ' self-efficacy gain scores . However, 
the m agnitude of the  correlations, even  th o se  that a re  significant, 
are  small and  the absolu te  differences be tw een  the significant and  
nonsignificant correla tions a re  actually quite  small.
It is not surprising that the re  w ere  significant d ifferences 
be tw een  both the pre-rotation self-efficacy sco re s  (p < .01) and  the 
post-rotation self-efficacy s c o re s  (p < .01) of the early group and 
the late group. As Bandura a sse r ts ,  the s trongest influence on an 
individual's perception of self-efficacy is enac tive  a tta inm en t (task  
performance) The late group of s tudents, having experienced  more 
clinical rotations before they s ta r ted  the  Family Medicine rotation, 
would have had the benefit of more enactive attainment, "hands-on" 
experiences, and also more vicarious experiences  (observation of 
others) than would the s tuden ts  in the early group. This would help 
to explain the  significant differences betw een  the two groups on the 
pre-rotation self-efficacy s c o re s  a s  well a s  the  post-rotation self- 
efficacy sco res .
In addition, I believe the approach to medicine taken by Family 
Medicine practitioners helped  the  late group to assim ilate  
knowledge they had acquired from earlier rotations. Family 
medicine is a  broad specialty com prised of knowledge from many 
different medical specia lties  (e.g., obstetrics  and  gynecology, 
pediatrics, general internal medicine), and  this rotation may have 
served  a s  an integrative experience for the  late group. It is not 
uncom m on when working with family medicine clerkship s tu d en ts  to 
hear them say  they a re  glad they had family medicine late in the
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year b ecau se  it helped pull all of the information gained  on other 
third-year c lerkships toge the r  for them .
It is important to point out that s tuden ts  on the  family 
medicine third-year clerkship very likely experience  all four of the 
primary sou rces  of information upon which self-knowledge of one 's  
efficacy is b a se d  (enactive attainment, vicarious exp er ien ce ,  verbal 
persuasion , physiological s ta tes). The expectation would be  that 
th e se  would s treng then  the  perceived  self-efficacy of both  groups 
but would be especially beneficial to the late group b e c a u s e  of their 
previous clinical experiences . Enactive a ttainm ent (task  
performance) is highly em phasized  and expected  by the  clerkship 
director and the community preceptors. In the community setting 
clerkship s tuden ts  usually experience  more "hands-on" education  
than in any of the  other third-year clerkships so this rotation may 
be the best opportunity the  late group of students has  h ad  to apply 
previously gained  knowledge in a  "real world" setting.
The s tuden ts  sp en d  the first day at their a ss ig n ed  community 
site observing their p recep tors  (vicarious experience). However, 
after the first day, they a re  expec ted  to complete a  fo cu sed  history 
and physical, p re sen t  this information to their p recep to rs ,  develop 
an a sse ssm e n t  of the patient's problem and defend it, a n d  develop a  
treatm ent plan and  defend it on at least six patients e a c h  day they 
spend  in the clinic (enactive attainment). All s tuden ts  a re  expected  
to s e e  at least 70 patients by them selves  during the four-week 
clerkship rotation and often they s e e  more than the required 70 
patients. The s tuden ts  receive immediate feedback  from their 
preceptors  upon completion of their patient c a se  p resen ta tion , and
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further clarification and discussion betw een the precep tor and 
s tudent often occurs when the preceptor returns with the s tudent to 
s e e  the patient together.
The family medicine clerkship rotation is a  very popular 
rotation during the  third year of medical school primarily b e ca u se  of 
this personal attention, encouragem ent (verbal persuas ion) "hands- 
on" experience  (enactive attainment) and  feedback  the  s tudents  
receive from experienced  and  committed community family 
ph ys ic ians .
As s ta ted  in the results section, no difference w as  found 
betw een the male and female s tuden ts  on any of the  self-efficacy 
m easu res  or the  performance m easu res . This may well be  the result 
of the strict medical school adm issions  criteria which include 
personal interviews a s  well a s  college GPAs and MCAT scores.
After having d iscussed  the  results of the  principal 
com ponents  analysis  with the Third-Year Family Medicine Clerkship 
director, I believe the item clusters  in the  six pre-rotation factors 
rep resen t the  third-year medical s tu d en ts ’ con cep t of their medical 
experience a t that point in their medical education. I have 
in terpreted the  factor loadings for the  six pre-rotation efficacy 
items in the  following way.
It a p p e a rs  that pre-rotation Factor 1 is the  s tuden ts ' concept 
of "the physical exam" a s  it is taught in their seco n d -y ear  course, 
Principals of Clinical Medicine II, and  also a s  it is em phasized  a s  the 
basic  parts of the  physical exam in the  inpatient setting in the 
hospital during their o ther third-year clerkships.
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Pre-rotation Factor 2 a p p ea rs  to rep resen t a re a s  for which the 
s tuden ts  may have limited experience and  may also perceive a s  
complex, b a sed  on this lack of experience.
The items in Pre-rotation Factor 3 c lustered  together b e c a u se  
they a re  commonly known by the s tuden ts , at almost any s tag e  of the 
their medical education, a s  items a s s o c ia te d  with the gynecological 
exam  .
I believe Pre-rotation Factor 4 re p re se n ts  p rocedures  
perform ed commonly in the  outpatient setting for which the 
s tu d en ts  would have had limited exper ience  in their inpatient 
ro ta tions prior to the  family medicine rotation.
Pre-rotation Factor 5 a p p ea rs  to rep resen t p rocedures  the 
s tuden ts  may have encountered  while on their other inpatient 
ro ta t io n s .
I find Pre-rotation Factor 6 difficult to explain. S tuden ts  a re  
familiar with the  family genogram  from their first-year course . 
Principals of Clinical Medicine I, though they a re  not likely to have 
actually obtained the information from a  patient and drawn the 
genogram . As for the o ther item included in Pre-rotation Factor 6 , 
perform a  musculoskeletal exam , I know from years  of talking with 
clerkship s tuden ts  that this is one  of the  parts  of the physical exam  
they feel m ost unsure  of performing well and  for which they receive 
limited experience  on all of their third-year rotations including the 
family m edicine clerkship rotation.
I believe the  difference in the way the items loaded on the 
post-rota tion factors re p re sen ts  the  im pact the  family medicine
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clerkship rotation had on the s tu d en ts ’ perception of th e se  items. I 
interpreted the five post-rotation factors in the  following way.
What is interesting about Post-rotation Factor 1 a re  the  three 
items that were ad d ed  to the  four pre-rotation items to c rea te  this 
factor. The additional items include: develop a  differential 
diagnosis for a  com m on problem; perform a  focused history and 
physical exam; and perform a  history of p resen t illness (HPI) in a 
patient presenting with a  common problem. T h ese  th ree  pos t­
rotation items are  fairly unique to the ambulatory care  experience  
during the family medicine rotation, and  the four pre-items can  
conceptually be in tegra ted  with the th ree  post-rotation item s when 
s tu d en ts  a re  working with pa tien ts  in the  clinic (outpatient) setting.
Post-rotation Factor 2 consis ts  of the s a m e  three items a s  
Pre-rotation Factor 3, items asso c ia ted  with a  gynecological exam. 
Experiences on the family medicine clerkship rotation would very 
likely not have influenced a  change  in the loadings of th e se  items a s  
they are  the sam e  for an inpatient or outpatient gynecological exam.
Post-rotation Factor 3 is interesting in that it a p p e a rs  to be a  
consolidation of p rocedures  most often encoun tered  by s tuden ts  
during their family m edicine clerkship rotation.
Post-rotation Factor 4 is a  completely new loading of items 
with no previous a ssoc ia tions  with each  other in the pre-factor 
loadings. It a p p e a rs  that after having experienced  the family 
medicine clerkship, the  s tu d en ts  a sso c ia ted  the genogram  with its 
usefu lness  in a s se s s in g  and counseling patients with regard  to 
health risk factors.
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Post-rotation Factor 5 is a  som ew hat unusual combination of 
items; however, all th ree  of the items included in this factor are 
a re a s  that many third-year s tudents have com m ented  on a s  being 
am ong the most challenging and complex w hen they are  encountered  
during the family medicine clerkship rotation.
In summary, I believe the difference in item loadings, pre- and 
post-rotation, w as heavily influenced by th e  s tuden ts ' ex p er ien ces  
during their family medicine clerkship rotation. I believe the  pos t­
rotation factors represen t a  much clearer unders tand ing  by the 
s tu d en ts  of ambulatory medicine a s  it is prac ticed  by family 
m edicine physicians.
As s ta ted  in the results, Pre-rotation Factor 3 co rre la ted  
significantly ( r =  .21, p  < .05) a s  did Factor 5 (r = .27, p  < .01) with 
the  written exam. The only interpretation I can  offer is o n e  of 
ability in general. P erhaps  Factor 3 and Factor 5 rep resen t  a re as  of 
knowledge that differentiate the better s tu d en ts  from th e  rest of 
their c lass . This question could be a d d re ssed  in a  future study by 
determining the upper and lower quartiles of the group (b a sed  on the 
written exam  scores) and comparing the sc o re s  of the two groups on 
the  items clustered in th e se  two factors to  determ ine w he ther there  
w as  a  significant difference between the two groups.
The Post-rotation Factor 4 correla ted  positively ( r  = .29, 
p  < .01) with the clinical sco res  and negatively (r = -.24, p  < .05) 
with the  written exam  scores. Since this factor includes p rocedures  
m ost commonly encountered  in the outpatient setting, it is not 
surprising that it correlated with the clinical sco res .  I do not have
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an explanation for its negative correlation with the written exam  
sc o re s .
As the results indicated, there  were no differences be tw een  
the male and  female s tudents ' pre-factor sco res  or post-factor 
sco res . I would interpret this to m ean  the  male and  female s tuden ts
did not differ in the way they perceived the  item clusters.
C onclusions
The results of this study did not reflect a s  strong a 
relationship betw een the self-efficacy m e asu re s  and  the academ ic  
perform ance m easu res  a s  w as anticipated. However, it is the only 
study of which this author is aw are, that h as  sought to study a 
sam ple  of individuals of such high levels of ability and self- 
efficacy. It may be that the predictive power of the construct of 
self-efficacy, with regard to acad em ic  perform ance, f la ttens out 
beyond certain levels of efficacy and  ability. To confirm this, self-
efficacy studies  of other high-ability individuals would n eed  to be
conducted . T h ese  studies might include participants from graduate  
colleges, colleges of dentistry and law schools. As no gender  
d ifferences w ere found in the p resen t study, it would also be 
interesting to s e e  if any gender differences em erged  from the 
p roposed  studies.
The unexpected results of the  principal com ponents  analysis 
may well be the most valuable part of this study. Though 
unanticipated, the  factors revealed  more than simply items with 
similar self-efficacy ratings. The way the  factors loaded also 
revealed  the students ' perceptions of family medicine prior to and  
after the  clerkship experience. If the purpose  of the family
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medicine clerkship rotation is to alter the s tu d en ts ’ knowledge 
structure of the way medicine is practiced by primary care  
physicians, then it a p p ea rs  the  clerkship w as successful in this 
regard. When a  comparison is m ade between the way the items 
loaded prior to the rotation and the  way they loaded after 
completion of the rotation, a  more sophisticated, refined concep t of 
family medicine em erges .
R e c o m m e n d a tio n s
For re sea rc h e rs  in terested  in studying the  relationship 
betw een task-level self-efficacy and  academ ic  perform ance in a  
medical school setting, I would recom m end m easuring perform ance 
at the task level a s  well. This could be done using the perform ance 
m easu re s  of an Objectively Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE). 
An OSCE is an observed evaluation of specific medical skills and 
procedures. Simulated work stations are se t  up and s tuden ts  are  
observed and rated by departm ent faculty m em bers a s  they move 
through each  of the  stations performing the required skills and 
procedures . If the  relationship betw een task-level self-efficacy and 
academ ic  perform ance can  be de tec ted  in this high-ability, high 
self-efficacy group, I believe the u se  of an OSCE is the best  way to 
m easu re  clerkship s tuden ts ' task  level perform ance.
The difference betw een the  medical s tuden t 's  perceived  ability 
to complete a  particular skill or procedure and  the s tuden t 's  belief 
in the ability to learn that sam e  skill or procedure may also need  to 
be investigated. If the purpose of medical education is to help 
s tuden ts  to learn, then describing the  self-efficacy items in the 
context of learning particular skills or p rocedures rather than
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performing them, may provide a  more accura te  m easure  of academ ic 
s e l f - e f f i c a c y .
In addition, I would recom m end measuring medical students ' 
self-efficacy on their first day of medical school, and  again at the 
end  of each  academ ic  year. Self-efficacy reflects an  individual's 
perceived  ability to organize and  perform the  appropriate  actions 
n eed e d  to accomplish specific tasks , but in medical education the 
ta sk s  a re  extremely complex. If the s tuden ts  are  incrementally 
learning to organize and  perform the appropriate actions, then a 
longitudinal inc rease  in their self-efficacy m easu re s  may be a  more 
a ccu ra te  m e asu re  of their academ ic  self-efficacy.
My final recom m endation is a  call for further resea rch  into a 
clarification be tw een  genera l  and  specific m e asu re s  of self- 
efficacy. With a  high-ability, high self-efficacy group of 
individuals, such  a s  medical s tudents, a  more general m easu re  of 
self-efficacy m ay m ore accurate ly  reflect the relationship be tw een  
self-efficacy and  academ ic  performance. I su g g es t  a  more general, 
a cad em ic  self-efficacy instrument be  developed  for medical 
education  that is le ss  task-specific than the  instrument u sed  in the 
p re se n t  study.
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PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SHEET, TEAR IT OUT AND BRING WITH YOU TO 
ORIENTATION THE FIRST DAY OF YOUR C LERKSHIP. THIS INFORMATION WILL BE 
DISTRIBUTED TO THE PHYSICIANS WITH WHOM YOU'LL WORK AND WILL HELP THEM 






For each clerkship completed, circle your level of involvement; 1 - Responsible for 
patient care with supervision, 2 - Assisted with patient care, but not responsible for 
medical decision-making; and 3 - Observed patient care, sometimes assisted with 
simple procedures.______________________________________________________________
Level of Involvement
A Internal Medicine 1 2 3
B. OB-GYN 1 2 3
C. Pediatrics 1 2 3
D. Psychiatry 1 2 3







We want the Family Medicine Clerkship to meet your unique learning needs! Please 
help your physician supervisors provide this by indicating what has made (or would 
make) a third year clerkship an especially valuable learning experience for you 
(examples include: an opportunity to evaluate and manage patients, a chance to practice 
case presentations): ______________________________________________________
Please circle the gng number best describing your current level of confidence in each of 
the following areas; 1 - No experience/feel very inadequate, and 6 - Much 
experience/feel very confident.____________________________





i . cryosurgery (warts, etc.) 1 2 3 4 5 6
ii. injections 1 2 3 4 5 6
iii. cerumen removal 1 2 3 4 5 6
iv. pap smear 1 2 3 4 5 6
V . suturing 1 2 3 4 5 6














Performing or interpreting the 
following:
tympanometry 
I. saline/KOH vag. prep,
ii.. urinalysis (UA)
V . .  electrocardiogram (EGG)
Performing the following parts 




V .  cardiovascular exam 
V .  musculoskeletal exam
vl. pelvic exam
vii. eye exam
Assessing long- and short-term 
risks to a patient's health,
(i.e., obtaining a risk-oriented 
history)
Performing a history of present 
illness (HPI) in a patient 
presenting with a common 
problem (e.g., chest pain, 
abdominal pain, shoulder pain 
and physical exam
Performing a focused 
(10 to 15 minute) HPI and 
physical exam
Developing a differential 
diagnosis in a patient presenting 
with a common problem
Counseling patients on 
modification of lifestyle risk 
factors (e.g., tobacco abuse)
Evaluating and managing patients 
being seen in followup of chronic 














































1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6






L. Applying sensitivity, specificity,
and the threshold model to daily 
patient care decisions
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
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FINAL INFORMATION SHEET
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SHEET AFTER YOUR LAST SESSION IN THE OFFICE AND RETURN 
IT TO THE CLERKSHIP COORDINATOR BEFORE TAKING THE WRITTEN EXAM. THIS 
INFORMATION CORRESPONDS WITH THE INITIAL INFORMATION SHEETFILLED OUT AT 






Please circle the ûhê number best describing your current level of confidence in each of 
the following areas: 1 - No experience/feel very inadequate, and 6 - Much 
experience/feel very confident.___________________________________________________
B.






V .  suturing
V i. anoscopy/sigmoidoscopy




Performing or interpreting the 
following:
tympanometry
i . saline/KOH vag. prep.
ii.. urinalysis (UA)
V . .  electrocardiogram (ECG)
Performing the following parts 
of the physical exam:
ear/nose/throat exam 
i . abdominal exam
i i lung exam
V .  cardiovascular exam 
V .  musculoskeletal exam
vi. pelvic exam
vii. eye exam
Assessing long- and short-term 
risks to a patient's health,

































































































F. Performing a history of present 
illness (HPI) in a patient 
presenting with a common 
problem (e.g., chest pain, 
abdominal pain, shoulder pain 
and physical exam
G Performing a  focused
(10 to 15 minute) HPI and 
physical exam
H. Developing a differential 
diagnosis in a patient presenting 
with a common problem
I. Counseling patients on 
modification of lifestyle risk 
factors (e.g., tobacco abuse)
J . Evaluating and managing patients
being seen in followup of chronic 






1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
L. Applying sensitivity, specificity, 
and the threshold model to daily 




Written Exam Example Items 
Single Item






A 69-year-old man with known severe arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease is found 
dead in his camper. He was camping in the mountains where nighttime temperatures 
were well below freezing. According to investigators, there are no signs of foul play on 
the body. As deputy medical examiner, you are asked to determine the cause of death. 
Which of the following would lead you to suspect that this was other than a natural 
death?
1 ) Marked rigor mortis is present, even though the man was seen alive about 12
hours before being discovered.
2 ) The kerosene heater Is on but has run out of fuel, and the camper temperature
is 40'F.
3 ) The man's dog is also dead.
4 ) There Is an open bottle of nitroglycerin on the bedside table.
Case Cluster
A 20-year old white male college student with a  7-year history of type I diabetes 
mellitus sees you for lethargy and vomiting following a 3-day gastrointestinal illness.
He normally takes 20 U of neutral protamine Hagedorn Insulin every morning, but he 
stopped taking it the last 2 days because he was not able to keep any food down. His 
physical findings are as follows:
Blood pressure 9 0 /7 0
Pulse 130 /m in
Respirations 28/min; Kussmaul's
Temperature 37.7“C (99.9F)
General acetone on breath
HEENT negative
Chest clear
Heart rapid, regular rhythm without murmur
Abdomen tender without rebound; palpable liver edge and reduced
bowel sounds
Neurologic obtunded and hyperflexic without localizing abnormalities
His laboratory findings are as follows:
Hematocrit 50% (N 45-52)
Hemoglobin 15.8g/dL (N 13-18)
1 20




Creatine 1.6 mg/dL (N 0.6-1.5)
BUN 40m g/dL (N-8-25)
Phosphorus 2.3 mg/dL (N 8-25)
Sodium 130 mEq/L (N 135-145)
Potassium 5.6 mEq/L (N3.5-5.0)
Chloride 90 mEq/L (N 100-106)
Bicarbonate 12 mEq/L (N 24-30)
Urinalysis





Serum glucose 800 mg/dL
Serum ketones positive 1:2
Arterial blood gases
pH 7.08 (N 7.35-7.45)
p02 92 mm Hg (N 75-100)
pCQ2 19 mm Hg (N 35-45)
E B  sinus tachycardia with low amplitude T waves
A chest roentgenogram shows active disease, and an abdominal roentgenogram reveals
gastric dilation and nonspecific gas pattern.





5. fatty acid oxidation
Immediate therapy should b e ____________________ .
6. regular insulin, 25 U stat, given intravenously
7. regular insulin, 8-10 U/hr by intravenous drip
8. potassium phosphate, 40 mEq.L/hr given intravenously
9. lactated Ringer's solution, 500 nL/hr given intrevenously 
lO.isotonic saline, 2 L rapidly infused intravenously
The patient improves. New laboratory test results are as follows:
Serum glucose 250 mg/dL 
Serum potassium 3.4 mEq/L
Serum sodium 135 mEq/L
Serum bicarbonate 18 mEq/L
Serum chloride 90 mEq/L
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Appropriate therapy now includes
11.isotonic saline, 500 pL/hr intravenously 
l2.potassium phosphate, 40 mEq/L given intravenously
1 22
Example of an Oral Exam Question
Clinical Data
M.B. is a 42 year old African American woman presenting to you for the first time 
with a 6 month history of "constant" headaches. She had seen another physician 
who diagnosed "tension headaches" and treated her with several medications, 
including phenergan (an antihistamine), Darvocet N 100 (an analgesic), 
buspirone (a minor tranquilizer), alprazolam (a minor tranquilizer) and 
acetominophen with codeine (Tylenol#3), an analgesic. She’s currently taking 
buspirone, 5 mg bid, and Darvocet pm for severe headaches. She consults you 
because none of the medications the other physician prescribed has relieved her 
headaches, and she hopes you can help her "feel better." Review of her records 
reveals the following normal studies over the last 2 months: a blood chemistry 
profile (Chem 20), CBC, sed. rate, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of 
the head.
Question 1: Indicate additional inforwation (history, physical exam) relating to her
presenting problem you'd want to obtain during her brief office visit 
today. For each item you mention, indicate why it is important to your 
assessment or management of her problem today.
POINTS
Responses (check off/write In) Notes on Process TOTAL/MAX.
] description of her
headaches (quality, 
location, duration etc.)
] psych, review of
systems (re. depr, 
anxiety esp)
] ask about stressors in
her life (work, home, 
financial)
] générai heaith/other
medical diagnoses she 
has




] palpate head and neck for 




Rationale mentioned (cross off, write ini
description—can help differentiate type of headache (I.e., tension vs 
migraine vs. mixed_______________________________________
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psych—clarify whether she's anxious or depressed, can thereby guide 
drug selection and counselling strategy______________________
stressors—clue to causes of headaches, addressing these stressors may 
help relieve headaches_________________________________________
general health—some systemic illnesses can be associated with 
headaches, severe systemic illness increases chance of organic headache
family history-headaches may be a learned coping behavior; migraines tend 
to run in
families_____________________________________________________
medications—some medications (e.g., ocps) can worsen headaches; certain 
ingestants (eg, caffeine, ergots, etoh) can cause rebound HA__________
palpate-tenderness of scalp or paraspiinals of neck associated with tension





Additional information (s u d d Iv to student at this point}
M.B. describes her headaches a s  "constant", dull, and localizes them to both temples and 
"the back of my eyes." She says the headaches som etim es m ake her feel "dizzy" and 
nauseated and that light bothers her eyes when the h eadaches are  particularly bad. She 
describes herself a s  "healthy," except for the headaches and the only medications she 's  
taking are  those for her headaches. She denies ethanol or tobacco use.
She and her current husband have been mam'ed 7 years and she describes their marriage 
as  "happy." Both of them were married once before and a  12 year old daughter from her 
previous marriage lives with them. M.B. works a s  a  computer operator and her husband, 
who is 44 years old, works a s  a  teacher and supplem ents his income delivering pizzas.
M.B.'s parents are divorced and her father, who is 62, is remarried. She is the middle of 4 
siblings, all of whom are living and in good health. Her father has  headaches now, but she 
can't recall either parent suffering from headaches a s  she  w as growing up.
M.B. relates that since the headaches began, she has had bouts of feeling tense. She 
tends to "toss and turn" at night and it often takes her an hour to fall asleep . She denies
124
mood fluctuations, feeling blue or depressed , loss of appetite, loss of interest in 
seWfiobbies/ ottier activities.
Question 2 Based on the information available, indicate what type(s) of headache
she's eyperiencing. For each diagnosis you list, indicate your rationale.
P O I N T S
Responses (check o(f/wrlte In) Notes on ..Process
TOTAL/MAX.
[ ] te n s lo n /"m u sc le
contraction"
[ ] mixed headache
(elements of migraine and 
m uscle contraction)
[ 1 o th e r :___________________
[ ] o th e r :___________________________
[ 1 o ther:_____________________________________________________________  3
Rationale mentioned tcross_off. write ini
tension—dull, "constant", finances may be a stressor, BUT no obvious 
symptoms/signs of depression________________________________________







EVALUATION OF STUDENTS CLINICAL PERFORMANCE DURING 






O  MIDCOURSE for your use only 
Rotation Month/Year:____________
Q  FINAL GRADE
PLEASE RETURN IN TFIE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE BY
Please select and circle the Qofi number best representing this student's
clinical performance in each area listed below; where
8-9=A, 6-7=0,4-5=C, 2-3= D, 1=F. In making your evaluation, consider
the progress this student has made during this clerkship and how
well (s)he compares with his/her peers. In completing the
comments section, cite critical incidents characteristic of this student's
performance.
1. Fund of knowledge (circle one) :
Consider this student's demonstration of knowledge of: preclinical course work 
(anatomy, physiology, pathophysiology, pharmacology); and h is/her knowledge of 
the differential diagnosis/diagnostic criteria/evaluation of conditions covered in 
previous or current clinical course work.
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(lowest/worst) (highest/best)
COMMENTS:__________________________________________________________________
2. History-Taking (circle one):
Consider thoroughness (need to supplement information gathered by this student?); 
accuracy (does student's history agree with yours?); conciseness (does student include 
pertinent positives and negatives?); efficiency (does student complete focused history in 
10-15 minutes or complete history in 20-30 minutes?).




Physical Examination (circle one):
Consider thoroughness (does student omit parts of exam relevant to patient's problem?), 
accuracy (can you rely on this student's findings?); adeptness (during an observed exam, 
consider the student/s smoothness and confidence performing the exam and using basic 
diagnostic tools such as stethoscope, sphygmomanometer, oto/ophthalmoscope, etc.).
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(lowest/worst) (highest/best)
COMMENTS:
4. Case Presentation/Write ups (circle one):
Consider timeliness (are progress notes and write ups in the chart when you expect 
them? Is this student always up to date on his/her patients?); organization (do 
student's notes and presentations follow a logical SOAP format?); conciseness (does 
student focus on pertinent positives and negatives? Are his/her case presentations 
complete in 1-2 minutes?); thoroughness (do you need to supplement notes or 
presentations with additional data? does (s)he address pertinent LAQ CODIERS 
areas?
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(lowest/worst) (highest/best)
COMMENTS:
5. Problem assessment/judgment (circle one):
Does student consider prevalent/common problems? Are assessments consistent with 
clinical data? Is student able to defend assessments with strong diagnostic criteria? 
Does student apply the threshold model to test selection? Is student able to 
appropriately prioritize when confronted with several tasks?




6. Attitude and Professional Demeanor (circle one):
Is student able to learn from mistakes and quickly acquire new knowledge and skills? Is 
student aware of his/her limitations? Does (s)he seek/accept responsibility? Does 
(s)he seek out and use learning resources (books/articles)? Does (s)he seek and respond 
appropriately to feedback? Does student ask appropriate questions and seem 
interested? Is the student dependable and punctual, and does (s)he complete 
assignments on time? Is the student's demeanor appropriate for patient care activities?
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(lowest/worst) (highest/best)
COMMENTS:__________________________________________________________________
7. Interpersonal Skills (patient/peers/staff) (circle one):
During observed interview, does the student demonstrate empathy, appropriate use of 
open-ended and directed questions, eye contact, ability to put patient at ease, positive 
regard, communication with patient in lay terms? Does your staff make it a point to 
comment favorably about this student? Are you proud to have this student associated 
witlr you? Does student communicate with you and staff honestly, directly, and 
appropriately?
1 3  3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(lowest/worst) (highest/best)
COMMENTS:__________________________________________________________________
8. Overall evaluation (circle one):
Consider your overall evaluation of this student and h is/her knowledge, attitude, 
and skills relative to other students you've worked with.




PLEASE ASSIGN STUDENT A PERCENTAGE GRADE FOR CLINICAL PERFORMANCE. 
THIS SHOULD BE ASSIGNED BASED ON THE DESCRIPTION BELOW BEST 
CHARACTERIZING THIS STUDENT, AND YOU SHOULD MARK A SPECIFIC 
PERCENTAGE.






Top 5 to 10% of OU students, performs superiority in most areas 
and is extremely competent. Top candidate for any residency 
program.
Top 2 /3  to 3/4 of class. Competent in all areas; a "solid" performer 
who has no major deficiencies. Should be a good house officer and 
could recommend highly for a residency position.
Lower 10 to 15% of class. Minimally acceptable performance during 
this clerkship. Has some obvious areas of weakness. Needs close 
supervision and direction.
Performs consistently below average for level of training. Needs repeated 
direction and help. (Examples incfiide students who are uneasy with patients, 
poorly organized, poorly motivated, unsure in making assessments, or have
e knowledge base, or
initely benefit 
ficulty recommending this 
student for a residency position.
Consistently inadequate performance in one or more areas. (Examples include 
students who have: inadéquate knowledge [consistently inappropriate 
assessments, plans], poor attitude [dishonest, undependable, consistently 
disregards patient needs and concerns, "con artist", challenges everything and 
does not listen, consistently slovenly-appearingl, poor skills [antagonistic 
relationships with peers, faculty, or office staff or inability to obtain an 
adequate H&Pj.) Unable to recommend for residency trainmg with confidence




S t u d e n t ' s  N a m e
GENERAL COMMENTS: (This section must be completed by the preceptor. It will be included 
in Dean’s Letter of Evaluation for Residency Applications. PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT.)
COMMENTS FOR COUNSELING STUDENT IMPROVEMENT: (WUl not be included in 
Dean's Letter)








Oral Examination(s) 25% 50
Formal Assignment(s) 10% 20
Written Examination(s) 25% 50
Clinical Performance 40% 80
TOTAL 100% 200
Date:. Signed:.
(Course Director-L. Peter Schwiebert, MD)
Dr. Peter Schwiebert 
Univ. of Okla.
Dept, of Family Medicine 







Rotated Component Matrix Pre-Rotation Self-Efficacy Factors
1 2 3 4 5 6
iungpr .836 .240 .128 .044 .319 .068
abdpr .783 .314 .068 .234 .264 - .0 2 3
entpr .687 .211 .354 .149 .069 .065
cardpr .661 .254 .116 .049 .514 .074
eyepr .461 .037 .461 .209 .045 .282
fupr .246 .748 .218 .196 .294 .008
iifstypr .290 .665 .144 .148 .099 .235
diffpr .351 .662 .206 - .0 3 9 .366 - .0 3 6
geria tpr .018 .621 .343 .391 .140 .075
focuspr .443 .591 .281 .038 .079 .128
risk p r .212 .483 - .0 1 5 .186 - .1 2 0 .471
hpipr .315 .473 .172 - .2 6 6 .282 .420
sensitpr - .1 3 0 .456 .169 .316 .111 .407
papre .103 .227 .878 .035 .064 - .0 5 2
peivicpr .234 .196 .868 .051 .107 .103
kohpr .156 .200 .866 .127 .183 .055
anospr .173 - .0 9 0 - .0 7 8 .797 .099 - .0 6 9
cerum pr .332 .181 .167 .674 .068 - .0 0 0
cryopr - .0 5 6 .276 .066 .641 .229 .075
tym ppr .007 .206 .256 .521 .277 .226
ecgpr .259 .093 - .0 3 8 .149 .803 .085
uapr .252 .134 .357 .155 .595 .086
su tpr .104 .129 .159 .457 .536 .038
injecpr .139 .291 .143 .299 .535 .054
genopr .010 .114 -.0 1 1 - .0 6 9 .096 .819





perform a lung exam
perform an abdominal exam
perform an ears, nose and throat (ENT) exîim
perform a cardiovascular exam
Factor 2
evaluate and manage patients seen in a followup visit for chronic problems
counsel patients on modification of lifestyle risk factors
develop a differential diagnosis for a common problem
evaluate and assess geriatrics patients
perform a focused history and physical (H&P)
Factor 3
perform a pap smear
perform a pelvic exam












obtain a 3-generation genogram
perform a musculoskeletal exam_______________________________________
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Table 11
Rotated Component Matrix of Post-Rotation Self-Efficacv Factors
1 2 3 4 5
abdpo .778 .135 .259 .103 .064
anospo - .1 4 4 - .1 0 2 .239 .123 .643
cardpo .769 .196 .324 .112 .145
cerumpo .269 .151 .628 .110 .165
cryopo - .0 4 8 - .0 5 6 .758 .140 - .1 1 3
diffpo .696 .259 .044 .160 .364
ecgpo .321 .264 .528 - .0 5 7 .2 4 6
entpo .765 .162 .310 .200 - .1 1 5
eyepo .300 .398 .375 .289 .049
focuspo .695 .173 .110 .210 .133
fupo .426 .367 .132 .250 .608
genopo .231 .023 .161 .837 - .0 4 6
geriatpo .449 .238 .068 .059 .575
hpipo .687 .035 - .0 3 5 .390 .188
injecpo .218 .113 .515 .303 .3 2 2
kohpo .245 .834 .068 .098 .177
iifstpo .408 .294 .193 .595 .301
iungpo .805 .125 .241 .195 .022
muscpo .360 .378 .454 .233 .071
pappo .096 .921 .080 .037 .056
peivicpo .167 .881 .190 .131 .030
riskpo .370 .167 .114 .633 .248
sensitpo .499 .247 - .0 2 2 .285 .402
sutpo .161 .122 .554 .089 .317
tymppo .264 .181 .449 - . 1 6 5 .429





perform an abdominal exam
perform a cardiovascular exam
develop a  differential diagnosis for a common problem
perform an ears, nose and throat (ENT) exam
perform a focused history and physical (H&P) exam
perform a lung exam
perform a history of present illness (HPI) in a patient presenting with a common
problem
Factor 2
perform a saline KOH vaginal preparation 
perform a pap smear 
perform a pelvic exam 
Factor 3
perform cerumen removal 
perform cryosurgery 
interpret an ECG 
perform an injection 
perform suturing 
Factor 4
obtain a 3-generation genogram 
counsel patients on modification of lifestyle risk factors 
a ssess long-and-short-term risks to a patient's health 
Factor 5
perform an anoscopy/sigmoidoscopy
evaluate and manage patients being seen in followup for chronic problems 
evaluate/assess geriatric patients____________________________________________
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